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Executive Summary 

Connectors are the architectural components in charge of the interaction between 
the TEFIS Portal and the external testbeds providing the basis for the creation of the 
TEFIS Testbed federation. Connectors are meant to adapt the native interface of the 
external  testbeds in a common interface introduced in this document and called 
Tefis Connector Interface (TCI). 

The  document  starts  with  the  analysis  of  use  cases,  the  system's  general 
architecture and  testbeds. The analysis highlighted an extreme heterogeneity of 
the  testbeds  in  terms  of  domain,  offered  resources,  functionalities,  interface 
exposed  and  usage  patterns.  Such  heterogeneity  made  the  task  of  defining  a 
common interface more difficult but, at the same time, more valuable if considering 
that, thanks to that, it will be possible for TEFIS to control a broader set of testbeds. 

The  study  of  functionalities  requested  by  TEFIS  to  connectors  led  towards  the 
definition  of  five  macro-functionalities:  i)  resource  management,  ii)  data 
management, iii)  monitoring, iv) execution of scripts and v) identity.  For each of 
listed functionalities, a deep analysis has been done in section 3 to understand and 
compare requirements of TEFIS testbeds concerning that functionality and to design 
a common and reasonable set of operations (that will be part of the TCI) to enable 
that functionality in connectors. The main result of this activity is a coherent and 
homogeneous set of operations that constitute the TCI. Full specifications of the TCI 
with  signature  and  semantic  of  each  operation  plus  a  list  of  supported 
communication protocols is presented in section 5.

Section  4 presents  a  global  architecture  and an  high-level  design  of  connectors 
paying particular attention to the organization of connector's functional modules. It 
is proposed a subdivision of the connector in distinct modules as much independents 
as possible that reflects the description of the TCI on the basis of the five macro-
functionalities considered. 

The  resource-management module  will  take  care  of  implementing  a  set  of 
operations concerning resource provisioning (acquisition, configuration and release) 
on  the  testbed  to  execute  TEFIS  experiments.  As  starting  point  for  the 
implementation it will be used the PTM shipped with Teagle software – a product for 
resource management that will be used in the TEFIS platform. 

The data-management module implements the operations to allow data exchange 
between  TEFIS  platform  and  testbeds  during  the  execution  of  experiments.  In 
particular the scenario supported is where each execution will receive input data 
and will produce output data and the output data of one execution might be the 
input for the next execution. 

The monitoring module is in charge of allowing TEFIS system to collect monitoring 
data on the testbeds during execution of experiments. A mechanism to start and 
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end the data gathering and to upload data in TEFIS will  be provided. Monitoring 
specification are still in progress since a common format and a common repository 
for monitoring data has to be identified at project level.

The execution module takes care of receiving execution scripts and execute them 
in the testbed. To deal with the heterogeneity of the nature of executions in the 
different  testbeds,  the  TCI  introduces  the  concept  of  executable  entity which  is 
created as part  of  the experiment in the TEFIS  portal  and is  interpreted by the 
connector  that  knows  how to  parse  it  or  how to  pass  it  to  the  testbed for  the 
execution. While in some cases the implementation of this part of the TCI is trivial, in 
other cases (e.g. Botnia – the living lab) it is harder because the testbed has been 
thought for manual executions.

Finally, the Identity Management part address the issue of accessing the testbed 
from the TEFIS System (including connector) using proper credentials. This is a very 
challenging aspect of connectors, because each testbed uses, potentially, different 
authentication and authorization method and different credential’s formats and it is 
difficult  to  define  a  connector’s  interface  that  homogenise  the  different  Identity 
Management functionalities of each testbed. Since currently in TEFIS still does not 
exist  a  component  to  realize  a  coherent  identity  management  in  all  project’s 
components, this document present an  ad hoc solution to map identities between 
TEFIS and testbeds. In the future, this solution will integrate with the project-level 
solution for identity management.

It is also Important the analysis in section 4.4 of the possible deployment scenarios. 
In fact, connectors will support two types of deployment: a) in the testbed’s domain 
(if the testbed owner needs a strict control over the connector or for trustworthiness 
reasons) or b) in the TEFIS domain (if no services can be installed on the testbed 
domain).

In the final section of this document, each testbed provider makes an analysis of the 
connector that will be implemented for his/her testbed describing the overall design 
and the challenges and found solutions in adapting the native testbed interface to 
the TCI. This parts are meant to be a reference for the implementation of connectors 
and, at the same time, a source of information for future testbeds that might want 
to implement an its own connector for TEFIS.
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1 Introduction

The TEFIS Project aims to set up a platform to access heterogeneous experimental 
facilities  (also  known  as  testbeds)  from  a  single  portal.  TEFIS  will  establish  a 
federation  of  testbeds  and  will  make  it  available  to  TEFIS  users  to  run  their 
experiments. TEFIS will guide experimenters for the use of testbeds and allow them 
to share experimental data with other users.

This document introduces the concept of  connector defined as the architectural 
component that will enable the TEFIS-testbed interaction. Each testbed that wants to 
join  the  TEFIS  federation  will  implement  a  connector.  The  connector  makes  it 
possible for the TEFIS platform to handle the testbed and interact with it. In such a 
way, the testbed belongs to the TEFIS federation and, therefore, can be exploited by 
TEFIS  experiments.  Connectors  will,  thus,  be  central  components  in  the  TEFIS 
architecture enabling the setting up and the management of the TEFIS federation.

The  analysis  of  connector  requirements  highlights  that  the  main  challenge  for 
connectors is in the definition of their functionalities and their interface. In fact, the 
connector specification will be used to implement connectors for all testbeds that 
are involved in the TEFIS Project and also for testbeds that might join TEFIS in the 
future. All those testbeds are potentially very different from each other, providing 
different  functionalities,  interfaces,  access  methods,  and  usage  paradigms.  The 
most important high-level requirement is that connectors are meant to make the 
communication between the TEFIS System and federated testbeds possible through 
a homogeneous and uniform protocol. A second high-level TEFIS requirement is that 
testbed providers  will  be able  to  add their  own testbed to  the  TEFIS  federation 
simply  by  implementing  a  TEFIS  connector  for  the  testbed,  without  making 
significant changes to the testbed infrastructure and/or interface.

Specifications of connectors are presented in this document following a subdivision 
into  five  macro-functionalities  that  connectors  are  meant  to  provide:  i)  resource 
management,  ii)  data  management,  iii)  monitoring  data  management,  iv)  the 
execution of scripts, v) identity management. For each group, section 4.3 provides a 
description of the proposed solution as well as discussing the proposed interface in 
terms of operations that must be implemented, limitations, alternative solutions and 
relationships with other TEFIS architectural components.

The  TEFIS  Connector  Interface  (TCI)  is  defined  as  the  global  interface  that 
connectors will expose and that will be used by the TEFIS platform to interact with 
connectors and, thus, with testbeds. Even if,  from an architectural  point of view, 
connectors  are  treated  most  of  the  time  (in  this  document)  split  into  the  five 
functional  blocks,  it  is  worth  remembering  that  a  connector  is  a  unique  entity 
exposing a unique, uniform and consistent interface: the TCI. In chapter 5, an initial 
definition of the TCI interface is presented in as much detail as possible considering 
the initial stage of the project and that there are as yet no implementations to prove 
its appropriateness.
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Once the general architecture for connectors and their interface have been defined 
and discussed, the document focuses on the planned implementation of connectors, 
one  for  each  testbed that  is  part  of  the  TEFIS  project.  While  previous  chapters 
present connectors from the TEFIS perspective, chapter 6 discusses connectors from 
the testbed providers’ point of view.

1.1 DELIVERABLE OUTLINE

The structure of the rest of this document is reported here:

• 2 -  TEFIS Testbed Federation: an introduction to how the TEFIS System 
intends  to  exploit  external  testbeds  and what  is  meant  by  TEFIS  Testbed 
Federation;

• 7 - : a detailed analysis of all requirements collected and subsequently used 
in the connectors definition phase;

• 4 -  Connectors  Architecture:  this  chapter  introduces  the  general 
architecture  of  connectors  discussing  relationships  with  other  TEFIS 
components, functional organization and deployment scenarios;

• 5 - TEFIS Connector Interface (TCI): this chapter focuses on the interface 
that  connectors  will  expose  to  the  TEFIS  platform giving  a  description  of 
specifications for  methods and usage paradigms in as much detail as possible 
at this stage of the project;

• 6 - Testbed-specific connectors specifications: for  each testbed in the 
TEFIS Project, this chapter provides a description of how the corresponding 
connector will look;

• 7 -  Conclusions:  summarizes  all  topics  presented  in  the  document 
discussing open issues and future work.
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2 TEFIS Testbed Federation

The main objective of the TEFIS project is to “[…] offer a portal as a single access 
point to specify the experiments to carry out delivering a managed execution of  
distributed experiment remotely on heterogeneous testbeds” (from TEFIS Project’s 
Description of Work document, page 10). In other words, TEFIS will make available a 
set of  testbeds and will  enable users  to define and execute an experiment that 
seamlessly  uses  multiple  testbeds  chosen  from  the  set.  The  set  of  testbeds 
constitutes what is referred to here as the TEFIS Testbed Federation. 

TEFIS envisages the possibility that different resources from different testbeds are 
made available in a collaborative way to run a TEFIS experiment; this characteristic 
makes the set of TEFIS  testbeds more than a simple set of testbeds but, indeed, a 
federation of testbeds.

With the TEFIS approach, one experiment is made up of multiple steps and each 
step is intended to be run on one testbed. There are two paradigms that can be 
used to link an experiment’s steps to each other:

1. Two steps are independent: even if they are part of the same experiment, the 
two steps are not related to each other and, most likely, can be performed in 
parallel. For instance, the application A is tested for network  performance on 
testbed X and for user evaluation on testbed Y;

2. Two steps are related to each other and the output data produced by step n is 
used as input for carrying out   step n+1. In this case, the two steps must be 
executed, obviously, in sequence.

While the first approach is quite common and can also be set up without the aid of 
TEFIS (even if TEFIS would still be   useful allowing a single access point to the entire 
experiment and results), the second approach is the one that actually exploits the 
full potential of TEFIS. In fact, to attain this type of interoperability among two or 
more testbeds is not trivial and, therefore, this is one of the most important added 
values  of  the  TEFIS  project.  TEFIS  intends  to  reach  this  objective  building  an 
abstraction layer above testbeds which will enable   interoperability among them 
building the federation of testbeds in that way. The main characteristics of TEFIS 
Testbed Federation will be:

Dynamicity: testbeds can be added or removed from the federation dynamically, at 
least  from technical  point  of  view.  This  will  allow  a  living,  always  updated  and 
sustainable environment; 

Heterogeneity:  the  federation  comprises  different  types  of  testbed  providing 
experimenters  with a wide range of  facilities to carry  out a wide range of  tests 
making TEFIS a comprehensive solution for testing;
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Interoperability: TEFIS will make it possible to connect two steps of an experiment 
through  experimental  data  (like  case  2  mentioned  above)  between  any  pair  of 
testbeds in the federation.

From a technical point of view, the set up of a testbed federation with characteristics 
described above is  quite  tough in  particular  thinking of  the heterogeneities  that 
must be handled. Just to give an idea of potential types of heterogeneities that could 
occur: i) different functionalities, ii) different access methods, iii) different interfaces 
or iv) different experimental execution methods.

2.1 TEFIS CONNECTORS

The TEFIS  architecture introduces  the concept  of  connector  to  manage testbeds 
belonging to the federation. 

The idea is quite simple: a) each testbed which wants to join the TEFIS federation 
must  implement  a  connector;  b)  the  connector  makes  it  possible  for  the  TEFIS 
platform to handle the testbed and interact with it; c) from this moment the testbed 
belongs  to  the  TEFIS  testbed  federation  and,  therefore,  can  be  exploited  by 
experimenters. Connectors will thus be central components in the TEFIS architecture 
enabling the setting up and the management of the TEFIS federation.

Trying  to  define  connectors  according  to  standard  computer  science  design 
patterns, they are adapters (also known as wrappers). They adapt the actual testbed 
interface to another interface compatible with the TEFIS platform. 

The interface exposed by connectors  to  the TEFIS  side will  be called the  TEFIS 
Connector Interface – TCI from now on. Defining the TCI is a difficult task since it 
must fit well with any potential testbed (both currently involved in the TEFIS project 
as well as ones that could join in the future), and, as stated, each testbed has its 
own particularities and,  therefore,  the TCI must  be general  enough to wrap any 
testbed.

An initial analysis of testbeds and TEFIS functionalities performed during the very 
first  stages of the project has highlighted which are the fundamental  aspects of 
testbeds that TEFIS (and, hence, connectors) must be able to handle to provide the 
desired functionalities. These aspects are:

• Resource Management: experiments are run using testbed resources. TEFIS 
must be able to acquire, configure and use resources coming from testbeds;

• Data Management: experiments are run to collect data that will be analysed 
by experimenters later on to make evaluations. Therefore, TEFIS users must 
be provided with experimental data collected during their experiments;

• Monitoring: like data management, monitoring is also of crucial importance in 
experiments since it allows the experiment status to be checked. In addition, 
TEFIS must provide its users with this data;
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• Execution:  TEFIS must be able to control  the execution of experiments on 
testbeds and offer to its users the capability to define, start, stop and monitor 
their execution;

• Identity  Management:  generally  speaking,  testbed  access  is  restricted  to 
testbed users. TEFIS must cope with these restrictions on access to federated 
testbeds.

Most of the topics in this document (requirements, architecture, and interfaces) are 
discussed from the point of view of the five aspects listed above.
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3 Requirements and Analysis of Connectors

This  chapter  presents  the  main  requirements  that  have  led  to  the  architectural 
choices  on  connectors  presented  in  the  following sections.  The  requirements  on 
connectors come from different sources. In particular:

• TEFIS Middleware and Portal;

• Testbeds;

• Experiment use cases;

• Overall project vision (the project’s proposal document).

The main, top level,  requirement is:  connectors  are meant to make possible the 
communication  between  the  TEFIS  System  and  federated  testbeds  via  a 
homogeneous  and  uniform  protocol.  The  main  challenge  defining  connectors  is 
represented  by  the  heterogeneity  of  the  testbeds  that  TEFIS  will  support  and 
consequently that connectors must be compatible with. The heterogeneity of the 
testbeds resides in their capabilities, technologies, interfaces, interaction paradigms 
and  communication  protocols.  Even  if  most  of  the  testbeds  have  operations  in 
common (e.g. reserve a resource,  run an experiment, get result data) the exact 
semantics of those operations and the way each testbed implements them can be 
very different. For instance, resource reservation in some testbeds is automatic, in 
other testbeds manual and still other testbeds do not have it at all. Many other types 
of heterogeneity in the testbeds are listed in next sections. The role of connectors in  
the TEFIS architecture is to cope with testbed heterogeneity, building an abstraction 
layer above the testbed interfaces and offering a single interface to TEFIS’s higher 
layers (e.g. TEFIS Middleware and TEFIS Portal).

Heterogeneity of the testbeds plays a twofold role in TEFIS project: it is the starting 
point to get requirements for TEFIS connectors, but it is also the check point to test 
and prove the connector’s design and implementation. In fact the evidence of the 
goodness of connector’s design will be the possibility in TEFIS of managing all the 
different testbeds from the central portal.

Another general, though crucial, requirement coming directly from the TEFIS  vision 
is  that  testbed providers  should  be able  to  add their  own testbed to  the TEFIS 
federation in a straight forward way. The objective is to make it possible to add any 
type of testbed by simply implementing a TEFIS connector for the testbed, without 
making changes to the testbed infrastructure and/or interface. The simplicity with 
which testbed providers are able to join the TEFIS federation will be a key factor for 
the success of the TEFIS project.

To analyze in detail all the other requirements that have been gathered, they have 
been grouped into different sections, each of them dedicated to a particular macro-
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functionality  (identified  in  section  2.1)  that  connectors  will  provide.  The  macro-
functionalities identified are:

• Resource Management;

• Data Management;

• Execution of scripts;

• Monitoring Data management;

• User identity management.

The  following  sections  in  this  chapter  illustrate  in  detail,  for  each  macro-
functionality, the main requirements that come from the sources mentioned.

3.1 RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Resources are the main concern of connectors: in fact the main objective of having 
testbeds connected to the TEFIS System is to allow TEFIS users to use the resources 
provided by testbeds for their own purposes. 

TEFIS includes different types of testbeds (e.g. network-oriented testbeds, services-
oriented testbeds, and living labs) that have different concepts of resource. To give 
an idea of  the range of resource types that TEFIS will  integrate consider that in 
PACAGrid or PlanetLab a resource is a virtual machine, while in Botnia a resource is 
a document, a questionnaire, or even a team of people who are “allocated” for an 
experiment. Therefore, the very first requirement for connectors is to homogenize 
the concept of resource so that the TEFIS System can deal with those resources in a 
uniform manner.

The lifecycle of a testbed resource is made of these five steps: i) the resource is 
required by the system, ii) the resource is created (or, if it already exists, access is 
grant to the requester), iii) the resource is configured, iv) the resource is used, v) 
the resource is released. This is a general and abstract lifecycle, but each testbed 
has its own actual resource lifecycle. Connectors are responsible for mapping the 
actual testbed resource lifecycle onto the more general TEFIS resource lifecycle. To 
do so, connectors should expose an interface offering a set of functions to manage 
the various steps of the resource lifecycle. 

The  TEFIS  Middleware  and  TEFIS  Portal  will  leverage  functions  exposed  by 
connectors to control the usage of testbed resources in experiments carried out in 
TEFIS  during  their  different  phases:  plan,  request,  provision,  deploy,  run  and 
evaluate  (see  TEFIS  deliverable  D6.1.1  for  further  information  on  experiment 
lifecycle).
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3.2 DATA MANAGEMENT

TEFIS  will  have  to  manage  different  types  of  data  related  to  experiments: 
experiment definition data, experiment configuration data, experiment input data 
and experiment output data. An analysis of the characteristics of that data (type, 
scope,  amount,  flows)  has  been  carried  out  during  the  initial  stages  of  the 
architectural definition summarized in TEFIS deliverable D6.1.1.

The analysis of data flows in the TEFIS System has highlighted that not all data will 
be stored in the TEFIS infrastructure. For instance, data generated within testbeds 
during experiment runs will be left in the testbed facilities since the effort to move 
and store that data in the TEFIS infrastructure is too high. Especially considering that 
the amount of data generated during an experiment can be very high (consider a 
log file for a web server under stress during a performance test). For that reason the 
experimental data management system in TEFIS will be distributed and several data 
storage services will  exist  in  the system: the central  data service (the Research 
Platform Repository Service - RPRS) that is deployed in the TEFIS infrastructure and 
that  communicates  with  native  data  storages  from  testbeds,  via  the  Testbed 
Infrastructure  Data  Service  (TIDS).  With  this  architecture,  most  of  the  data 
generated during the experiment will remain in the  data storage of the testbed and 
will  be  accessed  by  TEFIS  directly  from  there.  Connectors  must  support  the 
communication between the TEFIS data management system and the testbed data 
storage offering a common interface through which the RPRS can interact with the 
latter to retrieve experimental data.

3.3 SCRIPT EXECUTION

A TEFIS  experiment  is  made up of  a  number  of  steps that  will  be executed,  in 
parallel  or  sequentially,  each one in one of the testbeds connected to the TEFIS 
System. Of course, testbeds offer  heterogeneous interaction paradigms and usage 
methods and, therefore, the definition of what a step of an experiment is is liable to 
change  depending  on  the  testbed  in  which  it  is  executed.  In  particular,  it  is 
interesting in this section to analyze the level of execution automation provided by 
the testbeds. With regards to the testbeds in the TEFIS project,  Table 1 shows the 
level  of  automation.  It  is  easy to infer that  the different  testbeds have different 
levels  and types of  automation:  from the complete manual  execution that takes 
place in Botnia, to the completely scriptable PACAGrid executions.

Table 1: Testbeds experiment automation level

Testbed Level of automation of experiment execution  

Botnia LL “executions” consist of completely manual tasks that cannot be 
automated

ETICS Commands are submitted manually by the experimenter,  but a 
script language to submit commands can be developed

KyaTera Currently executions are manual. During the project lifetime the 
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automation of some tasks is planned. 

PACAGrid Completely automatic execution. An experiment consists of one or 
more jobs that are submitted to the infrastructure.

PlanetLab Resource provisioning is automatic and then the experimenter is 
provided with access credentials to resources. The experiment is 
executed manually.

SQS IMS Both resource provisioning and experiment execution are manual 
at the present. 

Looking at the TEFIS use cases,  TEFIS will  allow the experimenter to define and 
launch the execution of experiments directly from within the TEFIS Portal,  where 
possible. Translating this high level requirement into a more technical requirement, 
it is possible to identify the need in the TEFIS System for a way to launch and control  
experiment steps on testbeds. Connectors are, obviously, the more natural  place 
where this functionality should be put since they act as the contact point between 
TEFIS and the testbeds.

Therefore,  connectors  should  provide  an  interface  to  allow the  TEFIS  System to 
submit  the execution of  a step of  an experiment on the testbeds and,  possibly, 
monitor that execution.

3.4 MONITORING

The collection and storage of monitoring data during an experiment is a key phase 
of the experiment itself: data collected is part of the experiment results and can be 
processed  and analyzed  to  evaluate  the  experiment  and/or  to  steer  experiment 
execution.  Monitoring  data  will  be  collected  in  the  testbed  during   experiment 
execution. Sources for that data could be monitoring tools made available by the 
testbed  itself  or  custom  tools  installed  by  the  experimenter  along  with  the 
application to test. 

Most of the considerations made for data management in general (in section  3.2) 
are valid also for monitoring data since, after all, monitoring data is just one type of  
experimental  data.  In  consequence,  it  would  not  be  reasonable  to  move  all 
monitoring data from the testbed (where it is generated) to the TEFIS infrastructure, 
especially thinking that monitoring data usually consists    of very large datasets 
containing measurements of a particular  metric (e.g. CPU load,  network activity) 
sampled at very high frequencies (e.g. every 10ms).

Moreover, since TEFIS will deal with experiments that will run on multiple testbeds, 
to evaluate the whole experiment TEFIS should be capable of collecting monitoring 
data from individual testbeds making it available to the experimenter via the TEFIS 
Portal and, in some complex use cases, filter, process and integrate it together with 
other monitoring data from other testbeds.
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Once again connectors, as the contact point between TEFIS and the testbeds, will be 
responsible for providing an interface to access monitoring data from the testbeds 
where it  is generated and stored. In the most basic scenario,  monitoring data is 
accessed  only  after  the  experiment  is  complete.  In  this  case  connectors  must 
provide an interface very close to the normal data management interface since, as 
stated, monitoring data is a type of data and could be managed in the same way. 

In a second, and more complex, scenario, monitoring data is made available to the 
experimenter (through the TEFIS Portal) as soon as it is generated. That means that  
the experimenter can effectively  monitor the execution of the experiment in real-
time and, if needed, take corrective action. The realization of this second scenario 
requires a much more sophisticated connector monitoring interface. Considering the 
complexity of this second scenario and the implication it has on the entire TEFIS 
architecture, it will be left out of the first implementation of connectors and may be 
realized, incrementally, during the project lifetime.

3.5 USER IDENTITY MANAGEMENT

In general, an Identity Management system consists of the following functionalities:

- user management: account creation, deletion and updating;

- authentication;

- authorization;

Any operation executed by the TEFIS system on a testbed is executed on behalf of 
the experimenter. In order to enable future accounting and billing features in the 
system, the traceability of user activity is required. Moreover, some testbeds could 
require  the  identity  of  the  user  who  is  going  to  use  their  resources  to  permit 
authentication,  authorization,  accounting  and/or  billing  processes  internal  to 
testbeds. Since a design point in the TEFIS project is that the connection of a testbed 
to the TEFIS System should keep the existing testbed platform and infrastructure as 
it  is  without  significant  changes,  then  Identity  Management  System in  testbeds 
should also be kept and wrapped by connectors to make them interoperable with 
TEFIS. 

A  challenge  here  is,  again,  the  heterogeneity  of  the  Identity  Management 
mechanisms of  different testbeds that  in  some case either  miss of  some of  the 
functionalities listed above or they are implemented by automatic procedure (e.g. in 
some  testbeds  user  registration  involves  manual  operation,  even  paper-based). 
Table 2 summarizes the Identity Management as-is of testbeds in TEFIS project. 

Table 2: Testbed Authentication and Authorization mechanisms

Testbed Authentication and Authorization System

Botnia Access to resources is managed manually.

ETICS Registered  users  are  authenticated  through  X509  digital 
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certificates

KyaTera Not yet implemented 

PACAGrid Username/password plus .ssh authentication

PlanetLab ssh keys

SQS IMS Username/password

As stated above, the general requirement is that TEFIS should allow its users access 
to  get  access  to  testbeds  as  transparently  as  possible,  where  existing  identity 
management system on a given testbed should  be kept  in  place.   This  identity 
management issue is not limited to the connectors but it applies to all the TEFIS 
components. 

A more detailed analysis of the Identity Management requirements, which in turn 
involves inspecting the architectural details of the Identity Management systems of 
every testbed, will be performed in the second year of the project. Basing on the 
results of this study, a global Identity Management solution for whole TEFIS system 
will  be  provided.  This  solution will  take into  consideration  enhanced approaches 
such as Identity Federation and single sign on and the specification of the Identity 
management module  of  each connector  described in  this  document  may evolve 
accordingly.

In this document, a  first  proposal  for the module of Identity Management of the 
connector, which takes into consideration the limited information gathered at this 
stage of the project and addressing the general requirement previously described, is 
provided.

The approach taken in the proposed solution consists on  a sort  of  translation of 
identity in the connector: the TEFIS System will contact the connector using a user’s 
TEFIS  identity  and  then  the  connector  will  “translate”  this  TEFIS  identity  into  a 
testbed-specific identity that will be used to access testbed resources and services.

It is worth mentioning here a mechanism that would set up real, transparent and 
seamless  access  from TEFIS  to  the  testbeds:  the  Identity  Federation.  Using  this 
technique,  TEFIS identities are automatically valid across federated testbeds and 
single  sign-on  can  be  used  to  access  resources  and  services.  Even  though 
supporting Identity Federation would meet some requirements, significant changes 
would  need  to  be  made  to  testbeds  that  would  need  to  modify  their  whole 
authentication layer. Identity Federation would need to be supported not only by the 
testbeds, but also from the TEFIS System itself, and, at least  for this initial phase of 
the project, it is not yet clear which Identity Management system TEFIS will adopt. 
This suggests setting aside the Identity Federation approach, at least in this initial 
phase of the project.
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4 Connectors Architecture

The  main  objective  of  this  document  is  to  present  and  document  architectural 
choices about connectors taken during the architecture definition phase of the TEFIS 
project.  This objective is addressed principally in this chapter where the general 
architecture  of  connectors  is  presented  paying  attention  to:  i)  functional 
organization, ii) relationships with the rest of the TEFIS architecture and testbeds, 
and iii) deployment scenarios.

It worth noting that in this chapter there are no references to individual testbeds, 
since  specifications  discussed  here  are  valid  in  general  for  all  connectors. 
Information and specific specifications for individual testbeds will  be discussed in 
chapter 6 instead.

4.1 TEFIS ARCHITECTURE

Figure 1 depicts the general functional architecture of the TEFIS system. It can be 
split into three main layers:

• TEFIS Portal:  this is the main access point and constitutes the Graphical 
User Interface (GUI) of the TEFIS System. It will provide the user interface for 
all TEFIS functionalities: from experiment definition to results analysis;

• TEFIS Middleware:  this is the core of the TEFIS System. It is composed of 
modules needed to run the TEFIS System: the experiment manager, scheduler 
and  resource  manager  to  define  and  run  experiments;  Research  Platform 
Repository  Service  (RPRS)  and  Directory  Service  to  manage,  respectively, 
data and resources available for experiments (such as tools, facilities) in the 
System;

• TEFIS Connectors:  This layer is the one of most interest in this document 
and consists of actual instances of connectors, one for each testbed in the 
TEFIS Testbed Federation.
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Figure 1: TEFIS Functional Architecture

As it is possible to see from the picture, connectors will be in the middle between 
the TEFIS Middleware and the testbeds. In order to minimize the effort of the TEFIS 
Middleware layer to access testbed infrastructures, connectors will wrap all testbeds 
in a common and general interface understandable by TEFIS services.

Viewing the architecture from the testbed providers’ point of view, connectors will 
be the contact  point  for  their  infrastructure/platform with the TEFIS  System, the 
access point to the TEFIS federation.

4.2 CONNECTORS ARCHITECTURE

In this section, a view on the functional  architecture of connectors is given. This 
represents the result of the analysis of requirements listed in section 3 and of the 
architectural choices taken during the TEFIS general architecture definition process.

The starting point for any discussion on connectors is the interface that they will 
provide to the TEFIS Middleware. From now on, for brevity, that interface will be 
referred to as the TEFIS Connector Interface (TCI). The TCI defines the methods 
that the connector must implement in order to be able to be integrated with and 
exploited by TEFIS.
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The connector architecture can be split (in a similar way to what was already done in 
section  3) into modules that reflect the macro-functionalities of the connector. As 
depicted in Figure 2, five functional blocks have been identified:

• Resource Management Module

• Execution Module

• Data Management Module

• Monitoring Module

• Identity Mapping Management Module

These functional blocks are decoupled enough to be considered as separate entities 
and, therefore, they will be treated separately in the rest of this chapter.

Figure 2: Connector Functional Architecture

The  strongest  assumption  made  in  the  TEFIS  architecture  is  that  the  TEFIS 
Middleware  services  rely  on  connectors  for  the  provisioning  of  testbed 
functionalities. For instance, the Experimental Data Management System assumes 
that data related to an experiment used and generated in testbed A is stored in 
testbed  A  itself  and  can  be  retrieved,  when  needed,  by  calling  the  function 
getData() of the TCI. Another example is the execution of scripts/workflows in the 
testbed:  the  TEFIS  scheduler  assumes  that  this  functionality  is  provided  by  the 
testbed  and  that  it  can  be  exploited  simply  by  calling  the  execute() method 
(provided by the TCI) even if, as it is possible to see in Table 1, the actual meaning 
of the operation is very much testbed-dependant: “you can start your users doing  
whatever  it  is  that  they  are  signed  up  for” for  Botnia  LL  and  “start  running 
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application X” for PACAGrid. This delegation of responsibility to connectors (as far as 
the implementation of operations) makes it easier for the TEFIS Middleware to cope 
with the heterogeneity of the different testbeds that are in the TEFIS federation. In 
fact,  even  if  different  testbeds  implement  the  same  functionality  (e.g.  data 
management, workflow execution) in different ways, TEFIS will exploit it always with 
the same interface (the TCI).

4.2.1 TEFIS-Connector interaction

Even if connectors are components in between TEFIS and the testbeds, when all is 
said  and  done  they  are  TEFIS  components,  designed  and  developed  within  the 
project and, therefore  highly integrated into the TEFIS architecture. In particular, 
TEFIS will rely on connectors for everything concerned with the testbeds and many 
other components of the TEFIS Middleware and Portal will use connector facilities.

Specifically, at this stage of the definition of the TEFIS architecture, the following 
communication channels exist:

• Resource Manager and Scheduler will interact with connectors both during the 
reservation and creation of resources as well as during the execution of the 
experiment;

• The RPRS, which constitutes the TEFIS Data Management System, will interact 
with connectors for anything concerning data access and data transfer to and 
from connectors;

• In  some cases,  the TEFIS Portal  will  talk  directly  to  connectors  to  retrieve 
information about the testbeds (e.g. which testbeds are currently active and 
to be included in an information page of the portal). In some cases, still under 
analysis,  the  portal  could  include  some  sections  (also  known  as  portlets) 
developed for  ad hoc purposes to provide testbed-specific functionalities for 
the TEFIS users directly within the TEFIS Portal.

4.2.2 Connector-Testbed interaction

In order to provide the required functionalities, each module of the connector will 
interact with the testbed in the most appropriate way depending on the testbed 
implementation. For instance, if the testbed already offers a layer of services or an 
API to fulfil  a given function, it is reasonable that the connector should use that 
facility  acting as a simple  adapter  of  testbed facilities.  Figure 3 shows how the 
interaction between the connector’s  modules and the testbed in this case would 
look. 
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Figure 3: Connector-Testbed interaction. Scenario 1

However, the scenario depicted in Figure 3 will not always be possible since some 
testbeds might lack the implementation of an API or a service that the connector can 
exploit.  To  give  some  examples,  as  far  as  testbeds  in  the  TEFIS  project  are 
concerned:  i)  ETICS  does  not  have  an  execution  engine  that  interprets 
scripts/workflows, ii) PlanetLab and PACAGrid do not have a Data Service, iii) Botnia 
LivingLab and KyaTera are currently controlled manually and, therefore, do not have 
an automation layer for use by the connector (even though they plan to develop this 
capability during TEFIS project).

In such cases, the connector is no longer a simple adapter, but must interact directly 
with the testbed’s resources and implement the missing functionalities to fill the gap 
between what the testbed actually offers and what the TCI requires. This scenario is 
shown in  Figure 4. Considering the previous examples: i) the ETICS connector will 
implement  an  ad  hoc execution  engine  that  will  be  able  to  receive  scripts  and 
translate them into actions on the testbed resources, ii) PlanetLab and PACAGrid’s 
connectors will implement a Data Service (including   storage if necessary) to satisfy 
the TCI specifications, iii) Connectors for Botnia LivingLab and KyaTera will act as an 
automation  layer  for  the  respective  testbeds,  implementing  the  missing 
functionalities.  Although these testbed-specific  implementations may seem to go 
against  the initial  goal  of  a  generic  connector  interface to testbed facilities,  the 
experience gathered in integrating the testbeds involved within the TEFIS project 
will provide valuable experience which could well be of benefit for future integration 
effort from other testbed providers.
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Figure 4: Connector-Testbed interaction. Scenario 2

In summary, if   testbed T wants to be part of TEFIS, it must offer the functionalities 
specified by the TCI. The connector for T is in charge of adapting the T interface to 
the TCI and, if needed, filling the gap between the actual T interface and the ones 
requested by the TCI. Implementation of connectors developed within TEFIS project 
will provide examples of how to integrate different types of testbed.

Communication protocols from the connector to the testbed will vary case by case 
depending on the protocols supported by the testbed. Some examples are:

• Web Services protocols, if the testbed exposes web services that can be used 
to control it;

• Programmatically, using the testbed’s libraries. In this case, the connector will 
be installed locally to the testbed control system;

• Manually. Some testbeds may not be able to be automated and so it may be 
impossible to control them via software. In this case it is possible to imagine a 
backend application for the connector to allow human operators to “emulate” 
interactions with the testbed.

As stated, these examples are very abstract and general. More detailed information 
can be found for the testbeds included in the TEFIS project in section 6.

4.3 FUNCTIONAL MODULES SPECIFICATIONS

4.3.1 Resource Management

Resource Management in TEFIS is a fundamental aspect: it enables TEFIS to acquire 
and use resources from testbeds to run experiments. The Resource Management 
module in connectors will be responsible for providing the TEFIS Middleware with the 
functions  to  manage  the  lifecycle  of  resources  in  the  testbeds.  In  particular,  in 
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accordance with the lifecycle steps identified in section  3.1, these operations that 
should be implemented: 

• reservation of resources;

• allocation/creation of resources;

• configuration of resources;

• release of resources;

On  the  TEFIS  side,  these  operations  will  be  exploited  by  the  TEFIS  Middleware 
services at experiment configuration and execution time to allocate and manage 
resources requested for the experiment. 

The  TEFIS  Middleware  will  integrate  the  existing  Teagle1 tool  for  the  resource 
acquisition and configuration processes. Teagle interacts with resources using an API 
called  the  T1  interface  which  comprises  the  basic  CRUD (create,  read,  update, 
delete) operations. Those operations along with the resource model used in Teagle 
can  easily  be  mapped  onto  the  operations  listed  above  to  control  the  resource 
lifecycle in TEFIS. For the sake of minimizing integration and implementation effort, 
the Teagle resource model and T1 interface have been chosen for inclusion in the 
connector  component.

With a view to matching the Teagle components and the TEFIS architecture, it is 
apparent  that  the  component  which  plays  the  role  of  Resource  Management  in 
Teagle is the PTM. The exact definition of the Panlab Testbed Manager (PTM) given 
in Teagle is:

[the PTM] is implementing the interactions at the control layer between the  
set-up and configuration requests  by Teagle and the components in the  
testbed it manages. The PTM is therefore capable to translate generic CRUD  
(Create,  Read,  Update,  Delete)  commands  received  from  Teagle  (REST  
messages) into resource specific communication (e.g. SNMP), thus, control  
commands applicable to the testbed component. Hence the PTM provides  
the  mapping  from  federation  level  commands  to  resource  specific  
commands.2

The PTM provides  the most  of  functions  required by  the  Resource  Management 
Module  discussed  here  and,  therefore,  its  specifications  will  be  taken  to  be 
implemented in connectors. In other words, this means  that connectors will be fully 
compatible  with  a  PTM exposing the  T1  interface.  Of  course,  only  the Resource 
Management part of the connector interface is considered here: the whole connector 
interface is more extensive than the T1 interface (see section 5).

1 http://www.fire-teagle.org/
2 http://www.panlab.net/panlab-offering.html
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A  detailed  description  of  the  T1  interface  is  given  in  section  5.2,  while  more 
information  about  Teagle  and  the  Teagle  Project  can  be  found  in  the  TEFIS 
deliverable D3.1.1 or directly on Teagle website at http://www.fire-teagle.org/.

4.3.2 Data Management

The Data Management module will be in charge of enabling TEFIS to access data 
stored in testbeds. As it  is stated in section  3.2, most of the data generated by 
experiments will remain in the testbeds and, therefore, it is fundamental for TEFIS to 
be  able  to  access  data  on  those  testbeds. From  the  TEFIS  Experimental  Data 
Management  System  point  of  view,  each  testbed  must  provide  a  Testbed 
Infrastructure  Data  Service  (TIDS)3 which  is  responsible  for  storing  experimental 
data and managing the data beyond the lifetime of any individual experiment in 
accordance with terms agreed with the user. The TIDS interface is well defined and 
uniform  across  all  testbeds.  In  consequence,  the  TEFIS  Experimental  Data 
Management module will be able to communicate seamlessly with all testbeds that 
take part in the experiment.

The  Data  Management  module,  discussed  in  this  section,  will  realize  the  TIDS 
service for testbeds. Assuming that each testbed has its own data service, the role 
of  the Data  Management  module  in  connectors  is  to  provide a  wrapper  for  the 
testbed’s native data service to make it compatible with the TIDS interface. In other 
words,  the connector  implementation will  be responsible for the mapping of  the 
testbed’s internal data service onto a TIDS service.

At runtime, the TEFIS platform will communicate with the TIDS on any given testbed 
or testbeds to realize the experiment data workflow (e.g. move the output data of 
step 1 from testbed A to testbed B where the output of step 1 will provide the input 
for step 2). Once the experiment completes, the TEFIS platform will also need to 
communicate with individual TIDS to be able to track the status and location of any 
of the data associated with a given experiment. 

4.3.3 Monitoring

An  analysis  of  the  requested  functionalities  for  monitoring  has  revealed  that 
requirements  for  monitoring  are  very  similar  to  data  management  ones.  In 
particular, connectors’ needs to provide an interface for monitoring as well to enable 
the TEFIS system to access monitoring data stored on testbeds in order to make it 
available for processing, aggregation, and visualization in TEFIS infrastructure.

Considering  the  first  scenario  for  TEFIS  monitoring  capabilities  (see  section  3.4) 
where data is retrieved only at the end of the experiment, then monitoring data is 
indeed  only one type of the data types managed in the experiment and, as such, 
can be managed through the same interface used for other data types. As can be 
seen in  Figure 2, the Monitoring module does not have its own external interface 
callable by the TEFIS platform, but monitoring data will  be accessed through the 

3 For more information on TIDS, please refer to document D6.1.1 released in TEFIS project.
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Data Management module interface that exposes a TIDS interface, as discussed in 
section 4.3.2. 

Since both Data Management and Monitoring modules expose the same interface, at 
implementation time, it would be conceivable to wrap the two in a unique running 
instance of TIDS that grants access to the experimental data (including monitoring 
data). 

A final consideration about the format of monitoring data: even if for the moment it 
has not been decided which (and if) a standard format for monitoring data will be 
used,  monitoring  data  should  always  be  associated  with  a  particular  TEFIS 
experiment, making it possible to filter data per experiment and, hence, present to 
the experimenter only data of interest for his/her experiment.

4.3.4 Execution

This  part  of  the  connector  fulfils  requests  coming  from  the  TEFIS  platform 
concerning the execution of automatable experiment steps on the testbed. 

The first consideration to make is that the testbed must support the execution of 
scripts through  an  execution  installed  engine.  Depending  on  the  nomenclature 
used in each testbed, what is called script here could be named workflow or job or 
something  else.  Whatever  the  actual  name used for  it  is,  a  script  represents  a 
sequence of instructions that can be automatically executed on testbed resources.

The Execution module will wrap an already existing testbed execution engine or will  
actually implement one. The latter case refers to the situation in which the testbed 
does not have an execution engine, but the testbed provider wants to implement it 
contextually with the connection of the testbed in TEFIS. It worth anticipating that 
the Execution Module may be not implementable by some testbeds because they do 
not support automation of experiments (see section 4.3.4.1 for further details). 

Furthermore, the role of connectors in this case is to homogenise different execution 
engines coming from the different testbeds using a unique interface to enable the 
TEFIS platform to access them seamlessly. The heterogeneity that connectors must 
face is  not  limited to the different  execution engine APIs,  but  also  the different 
scripting languages used by the different  execution engines  must  be taken into 
account.  Examples  of  script  formats  are  (but  not  limited  to):  bash  scripts,  java 
classes, xml files. To cope with this heterogeneity, the concept of executable entity 
is introduced. An executable entity is an object that wraps the actual script that will 
be executed by the testbed’s execution engine. 
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Figure 5: executable entity lifecycle

Figure 5 depicts the lifecycle of an executable entity within the TEFIS system:

1. It is created by the experimenter in the TEFIS Portal at experiment definition 
time. It is associated with one step of an experiment that is expected to be 
executed  on  a  testbed  that  supports  script  execution.   Of  course,  the 
experimenter must know the actual scripting language to express the actions 
to  be  executed  at  run-time  on  the  testbed.  The  experimenter  may  be 
supported in the writing of executable scripts by third party, testbed-specific 
tools that may be integrated and made available on the TEFIS Portal;

2. Once the executable entity is created, it is stored on the TEFIS platform along 
with the other experiment definition data;

3.  At  experiment  run-time,  when  the  experiment  workflow  requires  the 
execution of the step described by the executable entity, the TEFIS scheduler 
will retrieve the executable entity from the TEFIS data management facility 
(the RPRS) and will pass it to the connector. The executable entity is passed 
as it is, as an opaque object;

4. Finally, when the connector receives the executable entity to execute, it will 
pass it to the testbed’s execution engine which will parse it (since it is able to 
do that) and actually execute it on the testbed.

4.3.4.1 Implementability of Execution support

It has to be said that not all testbeds have their own execution engine already in 
place either because experiments that can be run on them are not “scriptable” or 
because it has not been implemented.
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In  the  former  case,  if  the  testbed  nature  does  not  envisage  the  automation  of 
operations, experimenters will have to access the testbed directly to carry out their 
experiment without the benefit of TEFIS facilities (e.g. experiments in Botnia Living 
Lab consist of actions performed by humans and, therefore, there are not directly 
scriptable).  In  that  case,  the  testbed  will  not  implement  this  module  since  no 
backend support  for  executing  scripts  is  available  on  the  testbed.  It  worth  also 
mentioning a further option: the Execution module can be implemented anyway, not 
to actually execute experiments (that, as said, are not automatable) but to handle 
TEFIS  requests.  Let’s  consider,  for  instance,  for  a  living  lab  (e.g.  Botnia  LL)  an 
Execution module that receives a “script” which is actually the list of actions that 
users must execute. In this way the list of actions can be created in TEFIS Portal and 
passed to Botnia exploiting the Execution interface.

The latter  case,  in  which the possibility of  automation exist  but it  has not  been 
exploited yet, the provider of the testbed can choose to implement the Execution 
module in a way that it can also act as execution engine and thus add support for 
script execution to his/her testbed. 

It is also worth noting that the approach to the execution of scripts described here is  
oriented to (and inspired by) job execution testbeds/infrastructures (such as grid 
infrastructures)  and,  therefore,  while  job execution can be integrated easily into 
some testbeds (e.g. PACAGrid,  ETICS),  it  is more difficult,  or  even impossible, to 
integrate it within other types of testbed that do not support automation.

4.3.5 Identity Management

The connector is in the middle between TEFIS and the testbed and acts like a bridge 
between the two making it possible that requests coming from one side (TEFIS) are 
fulfilled on the other side (the testbed). The request is made by the experimenter (or 
made  by  the  TEFIS  system on  behalf  of  the  experimenter)  and  the  association 
between the experimenter and the request should be kept during the entire  lifetime 
of the request. That association will grant access to testbed resources and needs 
user authentication for access as well as for accounting and billing features.

The  problem  of  keeping  an  association  between  a  request  and  the  user  who 
generated it  is  not trivial  in TEFIS.  In  reality,  TEFIS  and the testbeds will  run in 
different infrastructures and different administrative domains and, most likely, will 
use  different  Identity  Management  solutions.  As  result  identities  created  in  one 
domain  are  not  recognized  as  valid  in  the  second  domain.  For  instance,  the 
experimenter  John  Doe  is  registered  in  TEFIS  with  the  username  john.doe  and 
password  xxxx,  but  he  will  not  able  to  access  testbed T  with  those  credentials 
(username-password)  since T does not recognize the pair  john.doe-xxxx as valid 
(looking at its identity storage). T could even use different types of credential such 
as  x.509  certificates  or  LDAP  identities.  This  is  an  obstacle  to  maintaining 
information  about  user  identity,  since  when  a  request  passes  from  the  TEFIS 
infrastructure to the testbed infrastructure, the information about the TEFIS user is 
not valid there and cannot  be used,  for instance,  to  gain access  to a protected 
resource. 
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Connectors’ approach

The proposed solution to manage identities of testbeds in TEFIS is based on the 
assumption made in par.  3.5. It just implements the translation of identities when 
passing  from the  TEFIS’s  to  the  testbed  domain  and  it  is  based  on  a  mapping 
between TEFIS identities and testbed identities. Each connector has a database of 
identity bindings: pairs showing the correspondence between TEFIS identities with 
testbed identities. For any request from TEFIS to the connector, the user’s identity 
(coming from the TEFIS account)  is sent along with the request itself.  When the 
request arrives to the connector, the user identity is taken from the request and, 
looking at the identity bindings, the testbed identity for that user is associated with 
the request. Finally, the connector can use the testbed identity to fulfil the request 
on the testbed. The overall mechanism is depicted in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Connector's Identity Mapping mechanism

A prerequisite to make this solution work is that the users must have their own valid 
identities in all testbeds they want to access in their experiments: identity bindings 
only create an association between user identity in TEFIS and user identity in the 
testbed, but if the latter does not exist the binding cannot be created. The process 
of creation of the testbed identity takes place outside the scope of the TEFIS system 
and will follow the testbed’s procedures and policies.

The main advantages of the proposed approach can be summarized as:

• This solution simplifies the TEFIS System architecture a lot since TEFIS talks 
with connectors using the TEFIS identity of the user without worrying about 
testbed-specific identities, testbed authentication protocol, etc.;
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• From  a  trustworthiness  and  privacy  point  of  view,  identity  bindings  are 
sensitive  data  since  they  contain  relationships  between  identities  and 
depending on actual implementations could also contain private data such as 
passwords.  In  the  proposed  solution,  identity  bindings  are  stored  in  the 
connector being developed by testbed provider and being deployed in the 
testbed  infrastructure  (some  exceptions  could  exist,  see  section  4.4). 
Therefore, it can be considered a trusted environment to store testbed user 
data. An alternative solution where identity bindings were stored directly in 
the TEFIS infrastructure may not be trusted from the testbed provider’s point 
of view because it  would force them to keep their  user data in the TEFIS 
infrastructure;

• The solution is very flexible from an implementation point of view. It can be 
adapted to different types of credentials and can fit also uncommon scenarios 
where  identity  bindings  are  not  really  required.  For  instance,  if  a  testbed 
supports  the  automatic  creation  of  users  and  trusts  TEFIS  enough,  the 
implementation  of  the  Identity  Management  Module  could  create  a  user 
automatically (on-the-fly) when some other modules of the connector request 
an  identity  binding.  In  this  way,  identity  bindings  are  not  required  to  be 
created in advance by the user.

However, some drawbacks of this solution can also be identified:

• Scalability issues: the higher the number of testbed in TEFIS, the higher the 
number of identity bindings that the user must create (and for each of them 
an identity on the testbed must be created too). The main drawback of this 
solution is that it  forces the user to have multiple accounts (one for each 
testbed)  and  manage  relative  bindings.  The  impact  of  this  drawback  is, 
however, mitigated by the fact that the user must only really have accounts 
for the testbeds he/she wishes to use in his/her experiment (usually three of 
four) and not for all testbeds in the TEFIS federation. Realistically, the TEFIS 
portal might alerts, during the experiment definition phase, the experimenter 
if some required identity bindings are missing and, hence , the experiment 
would not run till they are created;

• From the experimenters’ point of view, the usage of different testbeds via the 
TEFIS System is not transparent and they need to know which testbeds their 
experiments are going to use (since they must have an identity for those 
testbeds).  However, this is not the only obstacle to complete transparency 
since there are also similar  issues in other  stages of  the experiments:  for 
instance  some  parts  of    experiment  execution  will  not  be  able  to  be 
automated through TEFIS and will require direct access to the actual testbed.
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4.3.5.1 Management of Identity Bindings

Identity Bindings are TEFIS Identity-Testbed Identity pairs stored and managed by 
the  connector’s  Identity  Management  Module.  Identity  bindings  are  not  (cannot) 
automatically managed by TEFIS System since it is impossible for TEFIS to know 
what his/her identity in the testbed is for a given TEFIS user. The binding must be 
created and managed by the user “manually”, even if TEFIS were to provide support 
for it. 

Most probably the TEFIS Portal will offer a page where the user can create, modify 
and remove his/her identity bindings for testbeds belonging to the TEFIS federation. 
A possible way to implement this can be viewed in Figure 7.

Figure 7: TEFIS Portal Identity Mappings panel

 

4.4 DEPLOYMENT SCENARIOS

A guideline that  will  be  followed in  the TEFIS  project  is  to  make it  possible  for 
testbed providers to join the TEFIS federation in the easiest way possible. From an 
architectural  point  of  view  that  requirement  is  reflected  in  the  principle  of 
maintaining connectors as decoupled as possible from the TEFIS Middleware in order 
to enable scenarios in which connectors are dynamically added and removed from 
the system and flexible deployment is supported.

It is possible to define two different deployment locations for connectors:

• The connector is deployed outside the TEFIS infrastructure and resides in the 
testbed’s infrastructure (even though it might be deployed in a third infrastructure);

• The connector  is  deployed inside the TEFIS  infrastructure.  This  scenario  is 
applicable  when  it  is  not  possible  to  install  the  connector  in  the  testbed 
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infrastructure (e.g. because it is not possible to add machines and/or services to the 
testbed);

Figure 8 depicts the two deployment scenarios: inside (on the left, Testbed1) and 
outside  of  (on  the  right,  Testbed2)  the  TEFIS  infrastructure.  Even  if,  from  a 
deployment point of view, there is no difference between the two scenarios,  the 
scenario  where  connectors  are  deployed  inside  the  testbed  infrastructure  is 
preferred for a number of reasons:

• The connector is an entity for which the testbed provider (who is also the 
developer) is responsible both from a technical and an administrative point of 
view and, therefore, the more appropriate place for it to be deployed is the 
administrative domain of the testbed.

• In some cases, the connector may require privileged access to the testbed 
and, therefore, it is more secure for all interactions between the connector 
and the testbed to take place within  the testbed infrastructure  which can 
generally  be  considered a  trusted  domain  without  crossing  other  domains 
(e.g. the Internet);

• The connector could manage and store (temporarily or permanently) sensitive 
data (e.g. user identities) and the testbed provider would not allow this data 
to be moved outside the testbed domain.

In any case, the choice about deployment location is up to the testbed provider 
and if he does not have the requirements listed above and, on the other hand, 
has restrictions on deploying new services on his testbed, the preferred choice 
might be to deploy the connector in the TEFIS infrastructure.
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Figure 8: Connector's deployment scenarios
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5 TEFIS Connector Interface (TCI)

This chapter examines in depth the TEFIS Connector Interface presented in general 
terms in the previous chapter already. The definition of this interface is of crucial  
importance for connectors since i) it specifies all and only the functions that will be 
available to the TEFIS platform to interact with testbeds and ii) it is the essential  
information that testbed providers must know to implement a connector for their 
testbeds.

Some effort  has  been spent  in  trying  to  produce  an  interface  that  can  address 
requirements and properties listed in previous sections of this document, and that is 
as stable as possible during the project lifetime. In any case it  is possible if  not 
highly  likely  that  an  initial  implementation  of  connectors  will  highlight 
inconsistencies and inaccuracies in the TCI and new requirements that need to be 
addressed. For this reason, a second version of connector specifications and the TCI 
will be released during the second year of the project.

5.1 EXPERIMENT ENTITY

In order to simplify the usage of the TCI interface, it is important that the set of 
methods that compose it is homogenous and coherent. The main evidence for this is 
the definition of the Experiment entity which will be used in almost all methods of 
the interface. The Experiment entity is a structure that refers to the experiment in 
the TEFIS System that is concerned  with the request run at the testbed and that 
holds all relevant information of the experiment.  It will be  a sort of context object 
used  to  pass  to  the  connector  a  set of information  that  characterizes  the 
experiment.  A correspondent  entity is  used in specifications of Data Management 
system (see deliverable D6.1.1) with the name of test_profile. Most probably, in the 
implementation phase those two entities will be merged in a single object.

In this first version of  the TCI specifications,  the base definition of the Experiment 
structure is given, specifying only a few attributes. If, during the project lifetime, the 
necessity  should arise  for  the  inclusion  of  new attributes  (for  instance  because 
further information is requested to be transferred from TEFIS to connectors about 
the experiment characteristics) a modified specification will be released.

The most  important  attribute  of  the  Experiment structure  is  the  experimenter 
attribute. experimenter is set to the TEFIS account name of the experimenter who 
is running the experiment. The importance of this attribute resides in the fact that  it 
is used by the connector to  select the  right user  identity for the testbed domain, 
looking at the existing identity bindings (see section 4.3.5), to access the testbed. 

A possible representation of the experiment structure in xml   is presented below. 
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<experiment>

<experiment_id>testbed_uuid_string</experiment_id>

<experimenter>john.doe</experimenter>

 ...

</experiment>

In the following sections, the methods of the TCI are  described in detail. To  aid 
readability, they  have  been  split  into four sections: i)  TCI-RM  for  Resource 
Management  methods,  ii)  TCI-DM  for  Data  Management  and monitoring data 
methods, iii)  TCI-EXEC  for  Execution  methods  and  v)  TC-IDM  for  Identity 
Management methods.

5.2 TCI-RM

As stated in section 4.3.1, the Resource Management module in the connector will 
be based on Teagle’s PTM entity and the T1 interface will be used to simplify the 
integration between connectors and TEFIS Middleware services.

In the following, the T1 interface is shown:

add_resource (parent_id: Identifier,typename: TypeName, [name: LocalName,] config: Configuration, 
vct: VCTName) : Identifier

get_resource (identifier: Identifier): Configuration

update_resource (id: Identifier, config: Configuration): Configuration

delete_resource (identifier: Identifier): None

list_resource (parent_id: Identifier, typename: TypeName): {Identifier} 

As can be seen, functions of the T1 interface constitute the minimum set of a CRUD 
interface needed to manage resources in testbeds. A detailed description of the T1 
interface  can  be  found  in  the  TEFIS  deliverable  D3.1.1;  in  the  following  some 
essential  information  is  provided.  The  main  concept  in  the  T1  interface  is  the 
resource: each resource has a type and each type will be handled by a different 
module in the PTM: the Resource Adapter (RA) that will interact directly with the 
resource. Resource types are defined by a simple xml file that looks like:
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<resourceSpec>

<name>ResourceName</name>

<attribute name="attr1" type="string"/>

<attribute name="attr2" type="string"/>

<attribute name="attr" type="reference"/>

</resourceSpec>

The concept of resource, in fact, is something like a  class in the OO programming 
language world: it is a description of a resource that can be instantiated in one or 
more running instances. Every “running instance” of a resource is identified by an 
Identifier and is characterized by a particular Configuration. A Configuration object is 
the set of parameters that characterize that particular resource. 

The semantics of T1 methods are:

• add_resource(): ask the PTM to create a resource of the type passed on the 
testbed and with  the Configuration  provided.  The identifier  of  the created 
resource will be returned;

• get_resource():  return  the  configuration  (that  is  the  object  that  actually 
characterizes the resource) for the id passed;

• update_resource():  change  one  or  more  values  for  the  parameters  of  the 
specified resource;

• delete_resource(): delete the resource;

• list_resource(): return the list of resources that match the listing parameters.

As stated, TCI-DM methods have been taken directly from the Teagle T1 interface. 
Although  on  the  one  hand  this  is  beneficial  because  integration  with  the  TEFIS 
Middleware is thereby seamless, on the other this could be a drawback because the 
TCI-RM interface will not be completely consistent with the rest of the TCI interface. 
Consider, for instance, that while almost all other methods of the interface use the 
Experiment model  object,  the  TCI-RM  does  not.  To  remove  this  inconsistency, 
possible changes could be applied to the TCI-RM making it slightly different from the 
T1, but at leastfully consistent with the rest of the TCI.

5.3 TCI-DM

The TCI-DM part of the TCI interface will expose all methods to access experimental  
data, including monitoring data. The process for the definition of this interface has 
been performed in  close  collaboration  with  work  in  the  Data  Management  work 
package summarized in TEFIS deliverable D6.1.1. Following the nomenclature used 
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in that document, each connector will act as a TIDS service, exposing methods of 
the TIDS interface that are currently:

getData(dataId: string, exp: Experiment) : string

storeData (dataId: string, exp: Experiment) : Boolean

startRecordMntData (exp: Experiment)

stopRecordMntData (exp: Experiment)

queryMonitoringDB (query: string, exp: Experiment) : {string}

As far as the general  getData() and  storeData() operations are concerned, these will 
exchange with the TEFIS platform not the actual data, but an identifier that points to 
the real data. It could be a URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) even if at this stage of 
specification the format of the dataId parameter has not been decided yet.

Three  more  operations  have  been  introduced in  this  interface  to  cope  with  the 
specific needs of monitoring data. Even though currently no detailed information 
and specifications are available as far as the future TEFIS monitoring architecture is 
concerned, it can be assumed that monitoring data is structured and can be stored 
in a database that can be queried to filter results.  Furthermore, since storing all  
monitoring data would require too much effort in some testbeds, the two operations 
startRecordMntData() and stopRecordMntData() have been added to identify the testbed on 
which monitoring data should be kept because the data may be requested later on 
by TEFIS.

All  TCI-DM  methods  take  the  Experiment object  as  a  parameter  in  order  to 
contextualize the request.

5.4 TCI-EXEC

This part of the TCI will expose methods to run custom  executable scripts in the 
testbed.

The  main  method  is  the  execute() function  which  takes  as  a  parameter  an 
ExecutableEntity, the resource where the execution will take place and the experiment 
structure and returns an identifier that can be used later on to retrieve the status of 
the execution:

execute(executable: ExecutableEntity, resource_id: Identifier, exp: Experiment) : uuid

The return value is a string that represents the identifier (which is unique for the 
testbed) given by the connector/testbed to the job. The execute() method invocation 
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is synchronous and returns as soon as a job_id has been assigned to the executable 
object. 

Function getJobStatus() gets the job_id parameter and will return a job_status structure:

getJobStatus(job_id: string) : job_status

The  job_status structure is pretty simple and contains two fields:  status  and  message. The 
former is a string that can assume one of the values listed in Table 3, the second is a free 
text string that can be used to transmit human readable messages. 

A simple representation in xml might be:

<job_status job_id=”…”>

<status>error</status>

<message>ERR10: Unable to connect to the resource</message>

</job_status>

Table 3: possible values for the “status” field

Job_stat
us

Description

unknown The job_id is not associated with any of jobs known to the connector

submitting The job is at the initial submission phase

queued
The job has been correctly received and is on a queue of jobs waiting to 
be executed

running
The job is currently running on the testbed. The message attribute may 
contain information like the percentage complete

paused The job has been suspended

ended The job terminated successfully

error
The job failed. The message attribute should contain the description of 
the error

In a typical interaction of the TEFIS System with this API, the sequence of calls will 
be:
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1. The job is submitted by calling the execute() method;

2. The job_id string returned by execute() is stored in the TEFIS System;

3. The TEFIS System periodically, or when requested by the experimenter, polls 
the connector calling the getJobStatus() method to be aware of the status of the 
job.

At present, no requirements for further operations to control  execution have been 
identified.  However,  during the  lifetime of  the project  new operations  could  be 
added to this interface such as: pause(), stop(), cancel().

5.5 TC-IDM

TC-IDM methods allow the TEFIS System to control the identity bindings (see section 
4.3.5) on testbeds. The API is composed of three methods to create, remove and get 
the identity bindings.

The  createIdentityBinding() method gets  the username of  the user  in  TEFIS  and the 
credentials  structure  which  holds  the  user  credentials  that  will  be  used  in  the 
testbed.  A  boolean  is  returned  to  communicate  whether  the  operation  was 
successfully or not. 

createIdentityBinding (tefisUser: string, testbedCredential: Credentials) : boolean

The createIdentityBinding() method should lead to the storage of the identity binding on 
the testbed side. This information will be used in other calls to the API (e.g. execute(), 

get_resource()). These functions will receive the  tefisUser (enclosed in the  Experiment 
structure, see section 5.1 for details) and will look for the associated identity binding 
to retrieve credentials to access the testbed.

As far  as the  Credentials structure  is  concerned,  the actual  format  can vary from 
connector  to  connector,  since  different  testbeds  can  use  different  types  of 
credential, such as LDAP strings, x.509 certificates, or username-password pairs.

The getIdentityBinding() function is intended to be used by TEFIS to retrieve information 
about an existing identity binding. Null/void will be returned in the case when the 
requested binding has not been found.

getIdentityBinding (tefisUser: string) : Credentials

updateIdentityBinding() is intended to be used to update the associated Credentials of an 
existing binding.
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updateIdentityBinding (tefisUser: string, testbedCredential: Credentials) : boolean

removeIdentityBinding() will remove the identity binding on the connector. 

removeIdentityBinding (tefisUser: string) : Boolean

5.6 COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS

One of the main factors to be considered while defining the communication protocols is the fact  
that  connectors  might  be  deployed  outside  the  TEFIS infrastructure  (see  section  4.4)  and, 
therefore, a remote communication protocol would need to be adopted. Moreover, one or more 
devices may be installed along the pathway between TEFIS and the connector that could filter the 
network traffic such as firewalls or proxies. To cope with these limitations, the best solution is to 
identify an HTTP-based protocol which is, usually, not filtered by the intermediate systems. 

Considering that constraint, there are two protocols at the state of the art that can be used to 
implement a Remote Procedure Call (RPC) over the web: SOAP and XML-RPC. For connector 
the chosen protocol has been XML-RPC. Main motivations behind this choice are:

• it is an extremely simple and effective protocol and, though it is less customizable and 
flexible than SOAP, it is much faster to learn and use;

• it has a broad set of implementations in different programming languages, leaving TEFIS 
and Connectors' developers to choose the programming language they want to use;

• it is easier than SOAP to debug and test: since the syntax is easy to understand by humans 
and, therefore, it is enough inspect the HTML packet to have a clear vision of what is 
going on;

• the XML-RPC protocol is already used by Teagle to communicate with the PTM (see 
section  4.3.1). Using the same protocol make it possible to re-use part of  the already 
existing implementations (both client side and server side) of Teagle and the PTM;

To give a clearer view of the usage of XML-RPC in connectors, the example below shows the 
message sent over the network when the get_resource() operation (see section 5.2) is a called:
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<?xml version='1.0'?> 

<methodCall> 

<methodName>get_resource</methodName> 

<params> 

<param> 

<value><string>/eticsproject-etics4etravel1919</string></value> 

</param> 

</params> 

</methodCall>

The  correspondent  response  from  the  connector  will  be  something  like  this 
(depending on the actual configuration of the resource):
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<?xml version='1.0'?> 

<methodResponse> 

<params> 

<param> 

<value><struct> 

<member> 

<name>description</name> 

<value><string>sno description</string></value> 

</member> 

<member> 

<name>dependencies</name> 

<value><array><data> 

<value><string>i/eticsexternals-jdk-1.6.0-22</string></value> 

</data></array></value> 

</member> 

</struct></value> 

</param> 

</params> 

</methodResponse>

5.6.1 Additional Interfaces

5.6.1.1 REST Interface

Currently the PTM component, that will be embedded in connectors, provides, along 
with the XML-RPC interface, a REST interface. This interface will be kept as it is in 
connectors and therefore, only for some resource management operations (listed in 
section 5.2) the connector can be queried also through a REST call. At the moment, 
however  there  is  not  a  plan  for  extending  the  REST interface  to  all  other  TCI's 
operations.

The REST-enabled operations are (see 5.2 for their specification):

• list_resources(): GET request at http://connectorhost/rest/<resource-type>;
• get_resource(): GET request at http://connectorhost/rest/<resource-id>;
• add_resource(): POST request at http://connectorhost:/rest/<parent-id>;
• delete_resource(): DELETE request at http://connectorhost/rest/<resource-id>;
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For instance, the call:

http://localhost:8888/rest/eticsproject-eticstest132

will return the configuration of resource “/eticsproject-eticstest132”:

<eticsproject> 

  <configuration> 

    <identifier type="string">//etics/eticsproject-eticstest132</identifier> 

    <environment type="object-array"/> 

    <description type="string">no description</description> 

    <compile type="object">None</compile> 

    <dependencies type="reference-array"> 

       <reference type="reference">//etics/eticsexternals-jdk-1.6.0-22</reference> 

    </dependencies> 

   <test type="object">None</test> 

   <checkout type="object">None</checkout> 

   <configure type="object">None</configure> 

  </configuration> 

</eticsproject>

Like for the REST interface described in the previous section, the PTM provides also 
a simple web interface to access the TCI-RM operations. This interface is very handy 
for listing available resources and manually creating/updating resources. This make 
it very helpful in debugging and testing phase.

The current plan is to maintain and extend the current web interface adding other 
pages related to the other connector's functionalities: data management, execution 
and identity management.

The two following pictures shows the web interface of the PTM. Page in picture 9 is 
reachable  at  http://connectorhost/  and  lists  all  the  resources  managed  by  the 
connector:
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Figure 9: PTM Web Interface for listing resources
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Figure 10: PTM Web Interface for updating resources

Picture 10 shows the web page where users can read and update the configuration 
of a given resource directly from the browser:
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6 Testbed-specific connectors specifications

Some of the TEFIS consortium partners participate in TEFIS as testbed providers as 
well with the commitment of connecting their testbeds in the first implementation of 
the TEFIS platform both to prove the validity of the TEFIS vision and to “bootstrap” 
the  TEFIS  Testbed  Federation.  These  testbeds  include:  i)  Botnia  Living  Lab,  ii) 
KyaTera, iii) ETICS, iv) PACAGrid, v) PlanetLab, and vi) SQS IMS. 

For  each  of  the  testbeds  mentioned,  the  following  sections  describe  the  main 
characteristics  of  connectors  for  those testbeds.  As  can be understood  from the 
previous sections, even if all connectors were to expose the TCI interface, there are 
still many aspects in the connector specifications that are up to the testbed provider 
to define depending on the nature and implementation of his/her testbed. Some 
examples are:

• The concept of resource: what in the testbed will appear to the TEFIS system 
as a resource;

• What is the backend storage system used for the TIDS implementation;

• How the TCI operations will be mapped in the testbed;

• The  deployment  of  the  connector:  will  it  be  deployed  in  testbed’s 
infrastructure or in the TEFIS infrastructure?

6.1 BOTNIA LIVING LAB

The main purpose of the Botnia Living Lab connector is to provision different Living 
Lab facilities for TEFIS access by experimental facility users.

There are three main Botnia Living Lab facilities identified for TEFIS use based upon 
the initial use-case needs:

1. User-involvement need identification
2. User-involvement specification
3. End User-pole access
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Figure 11: Botnia LL connector overview

The communication protocol for the Botnia Living Lab connector is initially planned 
to be as follows:

• The Living Lab connector  will  be installed within  the web infrastructure of 
Botnia as a back-end application

• Access will be made manually as the resources to get access to cannot be 
controlled by software and nor can they be configured, deployed or monitored 
by others than the Living Lab providers4.

1. The Botnia user-involvement needs identification facility:

This facility is a web-based decision-support system for TEFIS users to help them in 
user-involvement need identification. The facility consists of a web form for users to 
identify their core requirements for the end-user involvement.

2. The Botnia user-involvement specification facility:

This facility is a planning tool for setting up the workflow of an end user-involvement 
process.  It  includes  resources  on  methods  to  use  and  suggestions  on  tools  for 
support. The planning tool will be an interactive web service for the Living Lab users 
to  elaborate  on  their  user-planning  activities  to  cover  all  aspects  on  end-user 
involvement  (who,  when  and  how)  depending  on  the  purpose  of  the  end-user 
experiment.

3. The Botnia End user-pole facility
4 Remark: In the long-term if “virtualization” of the Botnia facilities becomes feasible there 
might be a possibility to make some resources available for direct access and configuration 
remotely.
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In the first release of TEFIS, this facility is will offer indirect access to the end-user 
database of  Botnia Living Lab.  This database is in the current implementation a 
MySQL-database where basic end-user data for end-user involvement is stored. End-
users included in this database are all from Sweden.

Field Type Null Key Defaul
t

Extra

UserID varchar(15
)

PRI

Adress varchar(50
)

YES (NULL)

BirthDate datetime YES (NULL)

E-mail varchar(50
)

YES (NULL)

FirstName varchar(50
)

YES (NULL)

LastName varchar(50
)

YES (NULL)

Gender int(11) YES

MobileNum
ber

varchar(15
)

YES (NULL)

PostalAdres
s

varchar(50
)

YES (NULL)

PostalNumb
er

varchar(8) YES (NULL)

In  the  near  future  this  database  will  be  further  updated  to  store  end-user  data 
related to the following to identify individual characteristics for engagement of users 
in Future Internet Experiments like:

• Available Mobile terminal/s;
• Current Operator subscription;
• Availability of Broadband access;
• Current Broadband operator;
• Characteristics in creativity;
• Usage of technology;
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Ongoing work for database improvement is in collaboration with other Living Lab 
actors in Europe and aims to set up a unified end-user database. This will influence 
the further specification/implementation of the TEFIS’ Botnia Living Lab connector. 

6.2 KYATERA

At the present time, KyaTera does not have any kind of API, scripting language or 
any easy method to interact with the system. But this scenario may be viewed as 
good or bad, depending on how it is handled. Looking on the negative side, the lack 
of  an  API  implies  that  there  is  a  lot  of  work  from  development,  architecture, 
programming, and to the final API. This will demand people and time, and therefore 
money.  Looking  on  the  bright  side,  there  is  a  project  to  create  an  API  for  the 
KyaTera; the API can be modeled and implemented according to the requirements of 
the connectors, making the integration between TEFIS and KyaTera easy.

The following paragraphs describe the future implementations of the KyaTera API, so 
all information and implementations are open to discussion and can be changed if 
this appears to be more favourable to the project. The KyaTera API will be available 
through a web service based on SOAP,  and so basically  the TEFIS  platform (the 
connector layer) will interact with KyaTera by simple xml files.

The concept of resource in KyaTera is linked to the KyaTera physical network itself. 
It can be used by any experiment that needs to transmit data over the network or to 
make  the  desired  measurements  of  the  network  needed  by  the 
experiment/application.

At  this  time,  the  concept  of  booking  or  reservation  for  the  network  is  open  to 
discussion.  However,  in  an  actual  scenario,  there  will  be  the  option  to  run  the 
experiment without booking, e.g. use the network when the experiment needs the 
resource, or book the network for use by that experiment at that time only.

All the configuration parameters are not yet decided, but the network configuration 
will be done by the same SOAP-based web service as the others operations.
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Figure 12: KyaTera connector

As shown in the figure above, the KyaTera connector is placed in the TEFIS System 
instead of in the KyaTera system itself. This choice comes from the fact that the 
KyaTera  system  is  more  a  network  than  a  testbed,  so  some  features,  like  the 
connector, are better placed outside of the system structure.

KyaTera  has  no  type  of  data  storage  system  and  nor  is  any  planned  to  be 
implemented  at  this  time.  If  this  proves  to  be  an  essential  requirement,  a  re-
planning of the KyaTera implementation activities could be undertaken.

All data generated by KyaTera will be made available to TEFIS through the KyaTera 
web  service.  This  data  is  composed  of  the  measurements  of  the  network 
requirements and status to achieve the required quality of the transmission.

With respect to script and workflow execution, a priori, the KyaTera network will not 
be able to run any sequence of instructions, like: run A, wait until A has finished, 
then do B and C and send the results. This is because KyaTera works at a low level 
in  the  OSI  model  (layers  1,  2,  3  and  maybe  4)  so  it  does  not  make  sense  to 
implement  this  kind  of  feature.  In  consequence,  the  system  will  use  the  TEFIS 
workflow manager for this, interacting with   KyaTera through this web service.

Looking at TCI-RM operation, KyaTera connector will implement:
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• add_resource(): this will create a new path inside the network using the 
configuration parameters;

• get_resource():  this will return the configuration of the network;

• update_resource():  Update  a  specific  network  path  with  the  new 
configuration;

• delete_resource():  Although  we  cannot  physically  delete  a  network 
path, this will cancel the booking of network;

• list_resource(): returns a list of resources.

From the TCI-DM operations, KyaTera connector will implement:

• getData(): Returns a string representing the data from a specific data 
source.

• storeData(): This is not possible since the KyaTera does not store data.

As far as Identity Management is concerned, KyaTera does not allow system login. 
This is mainly because   KyaTera does not implement an application layer. For the 
identity of the experiment then, the system will use the TEFIS user account to link 
measurements  to a given experimenter.

6.3 ETICS

There is a particular characteristic of ETICS which makes it easier to implement a 
connector: all actions that can be performed in the ETICS System, from resource 
creation to the execution of tests, are automated. In fact the only way a user can 
interact with ETICS is through the ETICS API exposed as a Web Service. Up to now, 
the access point to ETICS has been the ETICS Portal5 that constitutes the Graphical 
User Interface and uses the ETICS Web Service at the backend to fulfill the user’s 
requests. The ETICS Connector will be at the same level of the ETICS Portal (see 
Figure 13). Therefore, it is possible to say that every functionality of ETICS can also 
be implemented through the connector, potentially at least.

By contrast, a further characteristic of ETICS which makes it more difficult to wrap 
into a TEFIS Connector is the concept of resource. In fact, ETICS does not have the 
classic  concept  of  a  resource  that  usually  fits  for  most  of  infrastructures  and/or 
network oriented testbeds.  In  those testbeds,  it  is  possible  to  define a resource 
clearly: a resource is a virtual machine, a router, a sub-network, a running service, 
etc.  ETICS System deals  with  software:  build  configurations,  deployment testing, 
functional testing, software releases. It has been more logical to define a resource in 
ETICS  as  one  particular  build  configuration  for  an  application  whose  code  is 
managed  by  ETICS.  This  definition  fits  also  the  tests  (functional,  deployment, 

5 https://etics.cern.ch/eticsPortal/
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performance) that users write for their application: in fact ETICS manages a test in 
the same way it manages  application source code. We need to think of a test as an 
application to test another application.

Figure 13: ETISC Connector

A realistic definition of an ETICS resource, using the Teagle syntax, is:
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<resourceSpec>

<name>softwareConfiguration</name>

<attribute name="moduleName" type="string"/>

<attribute name="configName" type="string"/>

<attribute name="version" type="string"/>

<attribute name="svnURL" type="url"/>

<attribute name="checkoutCommands" type="string"/>

<attribute name="buildCommands" type="string"/>

  .....

<attribute name="parentModule" type="reference" />

<attribute name="dependencies" type="List[string]"/>

<attribute name="properites" type="List[string]"/>

</resourceSpec>

With regard  to  the meaning of  TCI-RM operations  that  the ETICS  Connector  will  
implement:

• add_resource():  creates  a  new  module  in  ETICS  using  the  parameters 
specified in the resource configuration;

• update_resource(): update the parameters of a module;

• get_resource(): return the configuration for the module;

• delete_resource():delete the module from ETICS;

• list_resource(): will return a list ETICS modules.

The  experimenter  will  specify,  at  experiment  definition  time,  all  parameters  to 
create the ETICS resources needed for the experiment:  the location of the source 
code of the application under test and the build and test commands. Then the TEFIS 
Resource  Manager,  at  experiment  configuration  time,  will  configure  ETICS 
appropriately  through  the  connector  creating  the  requested  resources  with  the 
requested configuration.

At experiment run time, it will be possible to run build and/or tests of the application 
configured in ETICS both from the ETICS Portal and through the TEFIS Portal. The 
latter will leverage the TCI-EXEC implementation in the ETICS Connector. 

As far as the implementation in the ETICS Connector of the TCI-EXEC interface, it will 
leverage directly the ETICS Web Service to submit builds and tests. What is currently 
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missing in ETICS is a proper scripting language to schedule operation on ETICS. The 
plan is to define a simple scripting language and implement in the connector an 
execution  engine  able  to  receive  (through  the  executableEntity parameter  in  the 
execute() method) scripts generated in TEFIS by the experimenter and “translate” 
them into calls to the ETICS Web Service. Even if the exact syntax and the format of 
the scripting language are not yet defined at this stage, an example of how an ETICS 
script would look is:

<ETICSJob>

<configuration id=”1322c7cd-c43c-4e0f-bbf1-3b6a494da90d”/>

<checkout>

<options text=”-project-config=myapp.1.2.3 --shallowbindeps”/>

</checkout>

<build>

<package-types>tar.gz:rpm</package-types>

<publish-packages>yes</publish-packages>

</build>

<platform name=”sl5_x86_gccc443”/>

</ETICSJob>

The implementation of the TCI-DM interface is straightforward since ETICS already 
has a repository for all its data: build and test reports and artifacts. The repository is 
public and can be accessed through a REST interface. An example of the path to 
retrieve a report from the repository is:

Project / Module / Version / Platform / Package [/-/ Internal Path / File]

In order to implement a simple wrapper of this repository for the TCI-DM interface 
should not present particular technical difficulties.

More  complex  is  the  analysis  of  the  implementation  of  the  monitoring-specific 
interface.  In  particular,  ETICS  does  not  currently  have   sophisticated  monitoring 
capabilities. It is only possible to monitor the status (busy or idle) of ETICS worker 
nodes  and  the  status  of  the  jobs  (queued,  running,  completed)  through  a  web 
interface. Data provided by that interface is, however, at the level of infrastructure 
and no per-job data  can  be collected.  In  any case,  currently  there is  no proper 
monitoring database to store and retrieve data. The plan is to implement the ETICS 
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monitoring capabilities along with the monitoring requirements of  TEFIS that will 
arise during the project lifetime.

The last part of the connector to be discussed is the Identity Management. In line 
with  what  was  presented  in  section  4.3.5,  the  ETICS  Connector  will  use  the 
mechanism of identity bindings. Identity bindings will be created between the TEFIS 
username and an ETICS certificate DN. The only requirement to make this solution 
possible is that the user is registered with ETICS with his personal X.509 certificate.

As far as connector deployment is concerned, the plan is to deploy the connector at 
the Engineering network infrastructure where ETICS System is currently hosted.

6.4 PACAGRID

The objective of PACA Grid is to provide computational resources for applications 
requiring relevant computing effort such as scientific simulations, prototypes for the 
evaluation of algorithms, financial computations, image processing, etc.

In the definition of the PACAGrid connector, we consider that the main resources 
offered by PACAGrid to their users are computational resources. The PACAGrid test 
bed could offer native resources or virtualized ones, even if in the actual deployment 
only native resources are available.

The computational resources may not be accessed directly by the user, but he can 
take advantage of the computing power of the resources required building a job 
whose tasks will be distributed and executed on these resources by the ProActive 
Scheduler installed on top of these machines.

A possible specification of a native computational resource might be:
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<resourceSpec>

  <name>ComputationalResource</name>

  <attribute name="hostArchitecture" type="string"/> 

  <attribute name="memory" type="int"/> 

  <attribute name="numberOfCores" type="int"/> 

  <attribute name="operatingSystem" type="string"/> 

  <attribute name="javaJVMOptions" type="string"/> 

  <attribute name="javaClasspath" type="List[string]"/> 

  <attribute name="installedSoftware" type="List[string]"/>

</resourceSpec>

Basically, a computational resource in PACAGrid is represented by a ProActive node. 
Given this  resource  type model,  let’s  consider  a possible  way to  implement  the 
PACAGrid connector, considering each subset of the TEFIS Connector API.

Connector TCI-RM

Currently in PACAGrid, it is not possible to instantiate or reserve a specific resource 
or a set of resources before starting the execution of a job on them. Even though it 
is possible to select an appropriate resource when a specific task is ready to be 
scheduled, this selection is done only when the job is already submitted, on a best 
effort basis.

The TCI-RM API  allows the connector  client  to  identify  and get  a  specific  set  of 
resources  that  he  will  use  for  his  experiment  later;  basically  the  resources  are 
assigned to him till the moment he  releases them. That being said, the TCI-RM API 
does not seem to include the notion of reservation. A resource cannot be reserved 
for a defined interval of time in the future. Resource provisioning is triggered when 
the ‘add_resource’ operation is called and the resource should be available to the 
caller till the invocation of the ‘delete_resource’ operation, forcing the release of the 
resource). The difference with the current PACAGrid approach is that in PACAGrid 
the user doesn’t really know if the resources will be available when he runs the job 
because the job is run on a best effort basis. 

So,  the  implementation  of  the  TCI-RM  API  in  PACAGrid  will  require  the 
implementation of this new functionality in the testbed, to allow the user to acquire 
a  resource  in  the  experiment  set-up  phase  so  that  he  can  be  sure  that  the 
experiment job execution will be straight forward once started. Obviously this could 
have an impact on resource usage optimization. 

The TCI-RM API implemented by the PACAGrid connector  will almost certainly have 
the following behaviour:
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• add_resource(): acquisition of a computational resource in PACAGrid using the 
parameters specified in the resource's configuration. This could be realized 
instantiating a new computational resource or acquiring an existing one in the 
set of free resources. In any case, the user can chose, for example, among 
different  configurations  already  existing  in  the  infrastructure.  If  the 
implementation  is  powerful  enough,  some  on-demand 
installation/configuration could be done,  but  that  would  require  a complex 
mechanism to be managed automatically and also some non-trivial policies 
should be applied in order to keep the resources in a coherent state. So, this 
is something that should be investigated but it is not possible to include for an 
early release.

• update_resource(): update computational resource parameters, if possible (it 
depends a lot on the complexity of the implementation).

• get_resource(): return the configuration of the resource.

• delete_resource(): release the resource.

• list_resource(): list the available resources.

Connector TCI-DM: 

getData(dataId: string, exp: Experiment) : string

storeData(dataId: string, exp: Experiment)

This interface has to be exposed by the PACAGrid connector and should be used by 
the data management system in order to access data related to experiments on the 
testbed. It is not completely clear how it should work at present, but if some kind of  
repository of data has to be put in place, then it should be possible to implement a 
data  repository  where  inputs  could  be  submitted  by  the  user  or  by  the  TEFIS 
platform, and where jobs could store result data.

Connector TCI-MNT: 

startRecordMntData(exp: Experiment)

stopRecordMntData(exp: Experiment)

queryMonitoringDB(query: string, exp: Experiment) : {string}

Currently, PACAGrid has its own monitoring system that could be leveraged by the 
implementation of this API  in the PACAGrid connector.  This monitoring system is 
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currently  based  on  Nagios® and is  configured  at  present  to  collect  information 
about resource consumption in terms of CPU usage, memory usage, etc. The point is 
that  Nagios  collects  this  data  all  the  time  and  so  the  first  two  operations 
‘startRecordMntData’  and  ‘stopRecordMntData’  for  a  specific  experiment  cannot 
really  be   supported.  Incidentally,  the data  collected are not  associated  with  a 
specific experiment because Nagios does not have the notion of experiment, but a 
client  that  has the information  about  the start  and end time of  a  task  and the 
resource where the task has been executed, can formulate the appropriate query to 
extract this data. In fact the third operation can leverage the Nagios Data Base to 
extract data, so this operation can be used to retrieve the data monitored in the 
period of interest for the user.

Figure 14: PACA Grid monitoring architecture

Connector TCI-EXEC:

execute(executable: ExecutableEntity, resource_id: Identifier, exp: Experiment) : uuid

getJobStatus(job_id: string) : job_status

This interface should not be implemented for PACAGrid in this case. In fact, given 
that  the  goal  is  to  execute  a  task,  such  as  the  executableEntity,  directly  on  the 
computationalResource,  then it  doesn’t make sense to implement this API:  the TEFIS 
Scheduler,  based  on  ProActive,  already  provides  this  capability.  It  is  obviously 
possible if this kind of interface were to be used only by the TEFIS Scheduler in the 
case of PACAGrid (in fact the connector API could be accessed directly by the portal 
in some cases, as described in the TEFIS architecture, but not for PACAGrid).

Connector TC-IDM:
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createIdentityBinding(tefisUser: string, testbedCredential: Credentials) : Boolean

getIdentityBinding(tefisUser: string) : Credentials

updateIdentityBinding(tefisUser: string, testbedCredential: Credentials) : boolean

removeIdentityBinding(tefisUser: string) : Boolean

This API has to be used to retain in the connector the mapping between the TEFIS 
username and the user credentials on the Testbed.

In  the  case  of  PACAGrid,  this  kind  of  mapping  could  be  done  in  the  PACAGrid 
connector.

6.5 PLANETLAB

The  PlanetLab  testbed  has  two  sets  of  APIs  to  interact  programmatically  with 
testbed   resources and services: the PLC (PlanetLab Central) API and the SFA (Slice 
Federation Architecture). For the TEFIS project and the design of a TEFIS connector 
for PlanetLab, we have selected the Slice Federation Architecture (SFA) as the core 
technology to interact with PlanetLab. The first reason is that, by contrast to the PLC 
API, it gives a unified interface to allocate and access resources from testbeds other 
than PLC. For example, a PLC user may access resources from a PLE (PlanetLab 
Europe) or PLJ (PlanetLab Japan) seamlessly as all testbeds can be fully federated 
together. Federation with SFA is reciprocal: each testbed advertises its resources to 
the other testbeds and similarly, users from one of the testbed may benefit from 
resources from another testbed. The second reason is that initial work has already 
been done to federate PlanetLab resources using Teagle, showing promising6.  As 
Teagle has been selected as a provisioning technology in the TEFIS project, it seems 
reasonable to use SFA for which an interaction proof-of-concept already exists.

In the following sections, we focus on the TCI interface (as defined in section 5) with 
PlanetLab  and  its  individual  components  for  Resource  Management,  Data 
Management, Monitoring, Execution and Identity Management.

6.5.1 TCI interface with PlanetLab

Figure 15, extracted from the SFA design document7, illustrates the architecture of 
SFA to manage a Planetlab testbed. The whole architecture offers a unique interface 
to the user: the “User researcher interface”. Note that for the sake of clarity, only 
one Planetlab domain has been represented, although many Planetlab domains can 
be  managed  through  the  very  same  interface.  Through  this  interface  the  user, 

6 Konrad Campowsky, Thomas Magedanz, and Sebastian Wahle. Resource Management in 
Large Scale Experimental Facilities: Technical Approach to Federate Panlab and PlanetLab. In 
12th IEEE/IFIP  Network Operations  and Management  Symposium (NOMS 2010).  IEEE/IFIP, 
April 2010
7 The  PlanetLab Implementation of the Slice-Based Facility Architecture:  http://svn.planet-
lab.org/browser/sfa/trunk/docs/geniwrapper.doc?format=raw
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providing  sufficient  credentials,  can  manage  the  Planetlab  users,  slices 
(experiments) and slivers (virtual machines).

Figure 15: SFA architecture for Planetlab operation8

This unique interface is commonly referred to as the SFI (Slice Federation Interface). 
Any of the deployment scenarios presented in section 4.4 is technically achievable 
for designing a TEFIS connector to Planetlab. However, having the connector inside 
the Planetlab testbed provider would be too intrusive at this stage of the project and 
consequently we favour having it within the TEFIS infrastructure. This would lead to 
the architecture depicted in Figure 16.

8 Acronyms in the picture mean: SM: Slice Manager, R: Registry, AM: Aggregate Manager, 
CM: Component Manager
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SFI

SFI

Planetlab 
connector

Figure 16: TEFIS connector Interface to Planetlab

6.5.2 Resource Management: TCI-RM

For resource management, the Planetlab Connector will rely heavily on operations 
available from the SFI. In the SFA, Planetlab formally defines its resources already in 
a  machine-readable  format:  the  Rspec.  A  similar  structure  in  Rspec  and  in  the 
generic nature of Teagle configuration in the T1 interface both make it technically 
feasible to develop an explicit bidirectional translator between Rspec and Teagle T1 
configuration formats.

In  this  document,  we  focus  on  two  particular  Planetlab  roles:  the  user and  the 
Principal  Investigator (PI).  Both  types  of  Planetlab  users  have  different  rights  in 
terms of calls to the SFI: the PI is in charge of managing and granting slices to the 
users belonging to his administrative domain. As such, he may accept / refuse a user 
access to Planetlab and create / delete slices for a given user. With respect to the T1 
interface methods, here is an overview of how the various methods will be mapped 
to the resource management function of Planetlab.

• add_resource():  Resources  in  Planetlab  revolve  around  slices  which  link 
Planetlab users and Planetlab slivers (virtual machines). The operations that 
this  method  includes  are:  the  creation  of  a  Planetlab  slice  (only  PI),  the 
addition of a user to a slice (only PI), and the addition of a sliver to a slice (any 
user).
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• update_resource(): this method allows the resources to be reconfigured for a 
slice (users, slivers). 

• get_resource():  this method returns a description of the Planetlab resource 
identified by its identifier. 

• delete_resource(): this method  allows the release of slivers and the removal 
of users.

• list_resource(): returns a list of identifiers for a given resource. For example, 
for a slice identifier, it returns the corresponding sliver identifiers. 

6.5.3 Data Management: TCI-DM

No mechanism is provided by Planetlab for data management. However, each user 
has   remote  access  to  the  filesystem  of  individual  machines  involved  in  the 
experiment. This could be used for retrieving the data of a given experiment.

The CoMon functionality provides  monitoring statistics for PlanetLab at both a node 
level  and a slice (experiment)  level.  It  can be used to see what is  affecting the 
performance  of  nodes,  and  to  examine  the  resource  profiles  of  individual 
experiments. PlanetFlow functionality provides network traffic monitoring. It can be 
used to associate a packet to a slice.  CoMon node-centric information is mainly 
system-related (OS,  filesystem, kernel,  time CPU and memory usage,  number of 
virtual machines).

This monitoring information is not available through the SFI interface. It is therefore 
not planned to be made available through the Planetlab connector.

6.5.4 Execution: TCI- EXEC

No execution mechanism exists in Planetlab. Deploying executables, installing them, 
and running them on Planetlab resources is done in an  ad hoc way using an SSH 
secure connection available with the individual virtual machines which are selected 
for an experiment. Within the project, the execution phase is likely to remain manual 
due to the heterogeneous nature of the operating systems being run / architecture 
involved in the Planetlab testbed.

6.5.5 Identity Management: TC-IDM

In line with what was presented in section 4.3.5, the Planetlab Connector will use the 
mechanism of  identity  bindings.  Identity  bindings  will  be created between TEFIS 
username and Planetlab user certificates. To use Planetlab, a user needs to generate 
a private / public key pair and then send the public key to the SFA. For each host 
that is used to access Planetlab, a new pair needs to be generated. 

In order to use the SFI interface, the Planetlab connector is required to authenticate 
on  behalf  of  the  actual  user.  Without  unified  identity  management  between 
Planetlab  and  TEFIS,  and  given  the  identity  binding  mechanisms,  then  the 
Planetlab /  TEFIS  user needs to generate and advertise a dedicated pair  for  the 
connector  using  the  SFI.  Also,  as  a  TEFIS  user,  an  interface  must  be  provided 
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through the TEFIS portal to delegate this private (possibly with password) / public 
key to the Planetlab connector.

Although trust is a concern here, there is a double trust relationship where Planetlab 
trusts  the  user  (and  vice  versa)  and  TEFIS  trusts  the  user  (and  vice  versa).  In 
addition,  identity binding allows monitoring actions of a TEFIS user on Planetlab.

6.6 SQS IMS

The purpose of this section is to provide a general overview of SQS expectations 
related  to  the  design  and  possible  implementation  of  the  SQS  IMS  Testbed 
connector, giving a high level view of its specification. 

In this context, one of the key points to consider is that several operations to be 
performed through the IMS testbed could be automated once the users have access 
to the IMS Core Set to execute the experiment, ask for resources, etc. However, 
those users may only have access to the SQS environment using a VPN connection. 
A VPN will be a requirement for the Testbed therefore, and this connection must be 
guaranteed. For this reason, the IMS connector will  have to provide the user the 
basic mechanism to establish that VPN connection. 

End  users  will  have  a  variety  of  resources  including  servers/routers/switches, 
procedures such as certification and model creation, client devices, etc. with access 
to a network infrastructure. These devices, apart from being able to connect to their 
respective access networks, must implement a SIP stack through an IMS client.

The VPN as well as the SIP stack in a specific terminal must understand what to do 
with a new session which should be routed to the appropriate server; in a device, to 
the  correct  application.  SIP  will  indicate  which  media  are  to  be  used  since  the 
signaling protocol is used for establishing sessions in an IP network. The ability to 
establish these sessions for experimenters means that a host of innovative testing 
services become available to them.

The SQS IMS connector will provide easy configuration for the VPN and after being 
established, the functionalities defined for the testbed would become accessible via 
the actions that can be launched in the IMS environment for listing or obtaining 
resources, or executing test scripts that could include IMS messaging, etc.          

Furthermore,  the  IMS  connector  should  include  registration  and  authentication 
operations so the user can have access to the emulated IMS Core, the infrastructure 
that will be totally deployed for SQS facilities and the Real IMS Core network. In this 
latter case, if the session crosses operator boundaries for charging and settlement 
purposes for example, there must be some means of identifying the session type. A 
user might be consuming resources from a network other than the one with a direct 
relationship with the service provider in the Real IMS Core and these resources are 
finite and (relatively) expensive to produce (as is the case in the mobile world for 
the foreseeable future), so the IMS connector should provide a reliable and efficient 
communication mechanism between the TEFIS platform and IMS functionalities.
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The SQS philosophy is to specify only what needs to be specified. That is to say, SQS 
means to provide a first version of the connector with the basic operations that allow 
for the establishment of communication between the TEFIS system (portal and core 
services) and an initial  closed version of the IMS testbed: the 1.0 version of the 
connector  and  the  testbed.  From  this  starting  point  and  following  a  continuous 
improvement  strategy,  SQS  hope  to  design  and  implement  a  more  complex 
connector that will define the functionalities of the connector in more precise terms 
(via new operations or redefining existing ones); such a connector will obviously be 
linked  to  a  new  version  of  the  IMS  Testbed  that  should  also  incorporate 
correspondingly new functionalities or redefine the previous ones. The objective is to 
provide a fully operational testbed with basic functionalities to start with that would 
then be improved in the various phases of a continuous improvement cycle.

The  perspective adopted  by SQS in  the  deployment  scenario  is  to  maintain  the 
connector  decoupled  from  the  TEFIS  core  services  establishing   secure 
communication.  In  consequence,  the  connector  should  be  deployed  outside  the 
TEFIS infrastructure, residing in the ISM testbed as shown in the following figure.

Figure 17: SQS IMS Testbed deployment scenario

The testbed connector should consider  resource management, data management, 
monitoring,  execution  and  security  aspects  in  order  to  achieve  a  complete 
understanding  between  the  TEFIS  Core  services  and  the  IMS  Testbed.  In  the 
following figure the packages of functionalities the connector as well as the testbed 
should provide in order to assure the objective are presented in general terms.
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Figure 18: SQS IMS Connector and components of the Testbed

The  specification  for  the  different  aspects  identified  that  the  connector  should 
handle are the following:

• IMS connection

The VPN connection should be assured in order to establish communication 
between the TEFIS platform and the IMS testbed. So several methods within 
the IMS connector are relevant to this topic.

However, in order to simplify the connection and communication between the 
user  and  the  TEFIS  platform,  which  should  be  transparent  to  TEFIS,  the 
connector  should redirect   VPN session management to  the VPN manager 
allocated inside the IMS testbed. 

This module also includes the identity management functionality. The TEFIS 
platform  sends  the  credentials  provided  by  the  experimenter  to  the 
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connector;  the  connector  in  turn   should  redirect  the  request  to  the  IMS 
identity manager, which will confirm   authentication. 

Since the TCI specification does not have functions that directly provide such 
functionality,  the best  solution is  to  handle  the VPN connection  using  the 
concept  of  resource.  In  particular,  parameters  of  the VPN Connection that 
must be established to run the experiment between TEFIS and the testbed 
can be described using the Teagle’s resourceSpec structure (see section 5.2). 
In such a way it can be managed (established, updated, dismissed) using the 
TCI-RM methods (add_resource(), update_resource(), delete_resource()).

• IMS resource management

A  resource  in  the  IMS  context  implies  testing  tools  for  automating, 
virtualization,  monitoring,  or  load  generation;  devices  such  as  PDA,  2G 
mobile;  procedures  like  testing  and  quality  assurance;  and  servers  and 
network infrastructure. 

The testbed deals with software as well as hardware and for the IMS testbed, 
a resource is an item that should be managed and provided appropriately to 
the  user  whatever  its  nature.  Consequently,  the  TEFIS  connector  should 
interact with the testbed in an automated way for the different types of the 
resources.

The connector  should  expose the methods to manage the lifecycle  of  the 
resources, including:

− Creation of the resource: add_resource()

− Deletion of the resource: delete_resource()

− Configuration and update of the resource: update_resource()

− Obtaining the resource: get_resource()

− Listing the resource: list_resource()

It is worth noting that IMS resources must be booked in advance. Since, at 
present,  the TCI-RM interface does not  provide an operation for  that  (e.g. 
reserve_resource()), the IMS connector might implement this operation using 
a resource_status field in the resource definition structure (see section 5.2). 
The  resource_status  field  reflects  the  current  status  of  the  resource 
(requested, booked, inuse, released) and TEFIS is able to establish what the 
status of the resource is by calling the get_resource() function. 

• IMS Data Management

The testbed is responsible for storing experimental data and managing the 
data beyond the lifetime of any experiment. In this context, the connector 
should be responsible for the mapping of the IMS testbed internal data service 
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onto  the  Experimental  Data  Management  module  included  in  the  core 
services. 

The basic methods the connector should expose include:

− Obtain experiment data: getData()

• IMS Core Set execution

Running the experiment in this testbed implies several operations that could 
be automated and others than must be performed manually. 

The IMS connector should not execute the experiment itself because the IMS 
execution engine will be responsible for this. So the connector should send 
the command to the engine which should then follow the workflow defined for 
the experiment and perform the execution step by step.

− Send the order of execution to the IMS execution engine: execute()

As an optimization of  the functionality provided,  it  would be possible in  a 
future version to interrupt the experiment temporarily or cancel the execution 
as a consequence of the monitoring data and the partial results obtained (a 
second version of the monitoring module as stated previously), or tests which 
do not live up to user expectations:

− Interruption of the experiment: pause_experiment()

− Cancel the experiment: cancel_experiment()

• Monitoring:

The objective of monitoring is to provide a set of operations that assures a 
uniform view over the monitoring data of  the testbed.  The TEFIS platform 
should be able to collect and aggregate monitoring data for the experiment 
performed by the user in order to present different perspectives and views.

The  connector  could  provide   monitoring  data  offline  or  online  and  the 
strategy to be adopted for the IMS testbed will be to retrieve the data offline 
initially, assuring the data is stored in the testbed monitoring database and 
once  the  experiment  has  finished,  providing  the  information  to  the  TEFIS 
platform. As a future improvement, a second version where the data could be 
obtained synchronously and shown during the experiment execution might be 
envisaged.  Such  functionality  would  complete  the  monitoring  functionality 
with added value. 
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Regarding  the  specific  implementation  of  the  connector,  it  is  intended  to  be 
deployed in an IMS infrastructure that should be allocated inside the Testbed in SQS 
facilities.
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7 Conclusions

This document defines and describes specifications for the TEFIS Connectors and 
reports  all  the  phases  of  the  specification  process.  The  document  starts  with  a 
presentation of the TEFIS Testbed Federation and how it can be established from the 
system architectural point of view using connectors. 

Most of topics analyzed in the document are presented refereeing to the five macro-
functionalities (introduced in section  2.1) that connectors are requested (by TEFIS 
system on one side and testbeds on the other side) to provide. They are: i) resource 
management ii) data management, iii) monitoring, iv) execution of scripts and v) 
identity  management.  Studying  each  aspect  of  connectors  (requirements, 
architecture,  design,  interface)  from the perspective of  those five  functionalities, 
allowed to have a full and coherent analysis throughout the entire document.

The analysis of testbeds highlighted an heterogeneity in testbeds concerning several 
aspects:  application  domain,  offered  resources,  functionalities,  interface  exposed 
and  usage  patterns.  Nevertheless,  connectors  homogenise  all  these  differences 
providing TEFIS system with an unique interface, called Tefis Connector Interface – 
TCI, to access any testbed. This will enable TEFIS to control the underlying testbeds 
allowing experimenters to define and run their experiments.

Beside  the  description  of  the  TCI  specification,  this  document  also  provide  an 
analysis  of  the  internal  architecture  and  high-level  design  of  connectors.  Some 
modules of connectors are well defined like the resource-management that will be 
based on the PTM code and the data-management will communicate directly with 
the  central  TEFIS’  data  management  service  (RPRS).  Also  execution  part  of 
connectors is straightforward as far as specification is concerned, though for some 
testbed  it  could  be  not  trivial  to  implement  it  because  of  their  poor  level  of 
automation. Other modules like the monitoring  is still not fully addressed and for 
the  moment  a  generic  interface  is  provided  to  support  the  monitoring  data 
gathering.  Finally,  for  the  identity  management  the  proposed  solution  has  been 
thought to provide a simple, though limiting and not scalable, mechanism to let 
connectors to access the testbed with a proper set of credentials. This solution will  
be revised and, if needed, adapted when a global solution for identity management 
in TEFIS will be defined.

All requirements analysed coming from different sources such as use cases, TEFIS 
services and testbeds have been collected during the initial  phases of  the TEFIS 
project when the system was still being defined and use cases had yet to be defined 
in much detail. It is, therefore, probable that during the lifetime of the project new 
requirements will arise and, consequently the connector specifications will need to 
be updated. Furthermore, the implementation of connectors could highlight some 
weakness or inconsistencies in the connector specification that will lead to a review 
of that specification. To effectively handle all the potential requirements that will 
arise, a tight collaboration is expected within the work package in the different tasks 
to quickly update specifications and the connectors' implementation. Moreover, also 
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a collaboration between the connector's work package and the other work packages 
will be encourage to quickly identify new requirements and interaction mechanism 
between the connectors and the other components in the project.

To  report  the  specifications  updates  that  might  be  needed  to  address  new 
requirements, a new version of this document is expected during the second year of 
the TEFIS  project  providing,  if  necessary,  a  new set of  updated specifications to 
address the issues and the new requirements that will arise during the first year of 
the TEFIS project.
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